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Theft, student complaints
moved parking permits
By GREG HENDERSON
Parking permits for James Madison
University faculty and students are to be
placed inside the vehicle's rear window on the
passenger side this year.
In past years, the stickers always were
placed on the vehicle's rear bumper.
The change was made this summer to
alleviate security problems and students'
complaints, according to Alan MacNutt,
director of campus security. The Parking
Advisory Committee made the change at
MacNutt's suggestion, he said.
Past problems have included theft of the
permits and damage to bumpers. "The only
way to get them off was with a razor," MacNutt said, adding that this caused considerable
damage to painted, rubber and molded
bumpers.
The new decal, which goes inside the window's lower right corner, is easier to see and

has saved the university money, according to
MacNutt.
Last year 10.000 of the bumper-type stickers
were purchased for $2,500. Security purchased
11.000 stickers this year for $2,100. he said.
Decals placed over any part of a rearwindow defrost system can cause damage to
the mechanism. MacNutt said. Convertibles
and vehicles with plastic rear windows also'
have presented problems with placement of
the decal. MacNutt added.
Alternatives include placing the decal on the*
right rear side window, issuance of a tern-'
porary permit to attach to the rear-view
mirror and placing the decal on an alternative
spot on the rear window for vehicles with at
least two external mirrors. These options are
available for those with legitimate problems
upon permission of campus security. MacNutt'
said.
State law prohibits vehicles with less than
than one external
mirror on each side from
having more than one decal on
the rear window. That decal
can be no larger than 20
square inches and no higher
than five inches from the
window bottom. MacNutt
said.
Registration of student
vehicles for the academic
^TERMITS, page 2
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Suite locks still being considered
By JILL HOWARD
Installation of combination locks on suite
doors of residence halls here still is in the
experimental stage, according to Jim
Krivoski. assistant director of residence halls
and commuting students.
The locks presently are on suite doors in
Dingledine and Ikenberry halls. Krivoski said.
Housing officials will decide later this year
whether to expand the program and install
locks in other dorms. Krivoski said. The
decision will be based on a survey of
Dingledine and Ikenberry residents taken at

the end of last year. The survey asked
residents' opinions of the locks and solicited
comments about their use and expansion to
other dorms.
Krivoski added that he has heard requests
"through the grapevine" for locks to be put in
other residence halls. No dorm has made an
official request for lock installation, he said.
One Huffman Hall resident told The Breeze
she would like the locks in her dorm. "I was
studying in the suite." she said. " and suddenly
these two huge guys appeared next to me.
See LOCKS, page 2

Jeni

Seeing eye dog helps senior cover campus without cane

By TERRI JONES
As Linda Brittain talks, her 22-month-old golden
labrador retriever. Jeni relaxes at her feet,
oblivious to the conversation.
But when Brittain gives the command to go, Jeni
is quickly on her feet and on the job, performing her
function as an extension of her master's- senses.
Brittain. aseniorat James Madison University, is
blind and Jeni is her new guide dog.
The two have been working together for about a
month.
Brittain had not had a guide dog for three years,
but decided last year that "it was time for another
dog." She had previously gotten around campus
using only a cane.
On Aug. 15. she arrived at The Seeing Eye, Inc. in
Morristown. N.J. to begin training with Jeni. Others
also were being trained in use of guide dogs.
Masters are assigned dogs based on several
factors including the temperament and walking
pace of both parties, Brittain said. The assignments
generally are successful, she added.
Brittain received Jeni on Aug. 16 and for the next
two weeks the two lived together at the school. Even

when Brittain took a shower. Jeni was brought into , Brittain noted that Jeni allows her to "move a
the bathroom.
little faster." then does a cane. But she is quick to
Jeni already had undergone three months of point out that while a guide dog has many benefits,
training before being paired with Brittain.
it cannot lead his master to a destination without
The class practiced crossing strets, turning instructions.
corners and going up and dowr steps with their
A guide dog must be commanded to go left or
dogs. Brittain noted. They once vent to New York right or be given hints to look for a particular
City with their dogs, and learned how to use the landmark. Brittain said.
subway, buses and trains. Each dog's trainer
Brittafti u3R not attempt to walk to JMU from
always was present for assistance, she added.
her apartment. "It's walkable out there." she said.
Brittain and Jertf came home to Harrisonburg on
Sept. 3.
"But I just don't like to do that. The roads are bad
anu I just don't trust people once you put them in a
"When you bring your dog home, it's important
car."
not to take life too fast because they're getting used
The only, aspect of having a guide dog that Britto a whole new situation.'' Brittain said. "I had to
tain has found difficult to deal with is strangers'
start off very slow," for about three days, she did
reaction to the dog.
not rely on Jeni too heavily for fear that the dog
"I would really appreciate it if people would not
"might reject the whole experience."
pet my dog." Brittain said, explaining that the
When Brittain arrived for her first year at JMU attention distracts Jeni from her job.
last fall, the buildings she would be using and was
Brittain. who g». i--*es in May. is considering
left to navigate her way around campus with her graduate schools in Florida, Colorado and
cane. Brittain basically learned the layout of the California. She is interested in a career in comcampus by trial and error.
mercial music.
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* Locks

changed annually for security
(Continued from page I)
reasons. Krivoski said.
They were selling tickets
Ikenberry Head Resident
or something, but I was
David Anderson said the Jocks
scared."
there have only been\ in
The locks originally were
opernftolfa few days this
rnsra/taffnMe fid! of Kfflfi "to
year, and the residents haV
encourage people to perhad minimal experience or
sonalize their suite area
comments regarding them
without
worrying
about
Dingledine Head Resident
theft."" Krivoski said.
Zelda Oliver said she had no
The housing department
complaints about the locks
decided to try the locks at
from her residents, and added
JMU on an experimental basis
that she thought the locks
after seeing similar lock
were convenient since they
systems at other universities,
had combinations instead of
according to Krivoski.
keys.
Only two dorms were
Carol Sherwood, a secondequiped with locks because of
year Dingledine Hall resident.
the
expense
involved.
Krivoski said, adding that , said she chose to live in
Dingledine
rather
than
Dingledine and Ikenberry
another village dorm because
were chosen for the experiment "more or less at she liked the idea of suite
locks.
random."
Sherwood also said that the
" I haven't heard any
two-digit
combinations
complaints
i about
the
were"too easy to figure out"
locks)." Krivoski said.
and that combinations with
Any expansion of the system
more numbers would be
probably will be
done
better.
gradually, several dorms at a
■ Dingledine resident Tracy
time. Krivoski said. ExTriplett agreed "I like them. I
pansion may begin as early as
think they're a good idea."
next semester but is more
Triplett said. But she added
likely to occur next summer if
that she wished the locks had
at all. he said.
more complex combinations.
Krivoski said he has had no
She said she and her
reports of anyone breaking
suitemates bring their TV into
into a suite through the locks
one of their rooms at night,
or of residents having any
because they fear theft.
major problems with them.
Triplett also complained
The locks have two—digit
about the noise the door
combinations on a five—digit
makes when shutting, as did
panel. They are designed to
several other Dingledine
have
their * combinations
residents.
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M>n.-Tues.-Wed. -Sat.
Thurs. • Fri.

10:00 am - 600 pm
10:00 am - 9:00 pm

178 South Main Street
Within Walking Distance

Take lime oui for the good rhinos in life

Arthur Treacher's

*Permits

(Continued from page 1)
documented reason, upon
year depends on available approval.
space and is done on the
Registration fees are $8 for
following priority basis:
automobiles, $2 for autos of
Physically handicapped
night students and $4 for
Commuters
motorcycles
Registration
Resident seniors
decals should appear just
* Resident
juniors
and above the state inspection
\sophomores in good standing sticker
on
motorcycles
Other ' students with a MacNutt said.
■miiiim\\«\»i\»»mx»Mp,

Shoney's Feature Value

Half O Found
Dinner

BREAKFAST SPECIALS
NT 1 IAN, EM ftOnly
CHEESE MOOT $1.15

Get Your

/2 PRICE

Msasum 10-211

UT1SMSUE.E6SI Only
I CHEESE IISCIIT
$1 1S

Get Your
Second. .|

Y2 PRICE

flK^fhru10.2lK

88 CarltonSt. 433-1531

In addition to the various individual counseling
services offered by the Counseling and Student

$

Development Center, we will be offering the
following groups during Fall semester 1981.
The center is located in 200 Alumnae Hall and you may

Big on taste...8ig on value!
• A full half-pound of ground beef patty topped
with golden onion rings.
• Served with French fries (or baked potato
5-10pm).
• Toasted Grecian bread.
• SHONEY'S ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT SOUP &
SALAD BAR!
Thank you tor coming to...

SHONEYS

-

Men's Self-Help Seminar
Self-Hypnosis Seminar
Couples Enrichment Group
Interpersonal AssertivenessXxroup
Growth Group
Relaxation Training Group
Women's Group
Alternate Lifestyles Group
• 1
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BellHall
Fall compL*lun pkmned;
$2 million to finish dorm
By MIKE AIIAKT

Construction is well under way for the new residence hall
located near Wine-Price Hall on Cantrell Avenue and Dukes
Drive, according to William Merck, vice-president for business
of fairs
Bell Hall is scheduled for completion by fall. Merck added.
The dorm is* named for Francis Bell, former rector of the
university board The hall will house 138 students.
The costs for completion are assessed below $2 million. Merck
said. The two story dorm will have two wings with a lounge, between them. Merck said, adding that the exterior design will be
similar to the Greek Row structures.
The hall will be situated on the hill to allow for future housing on
both sides. Merck said.
A THREE-DORM complex housing about 300 students may
possibly be built sometime in the future. Merck said.
Sewage and utilities for Bell Hall will tie into existing lines,
Merck said.
"It will be meeting current demands for housing," Merck said,
adding that the project will not allow more admissions to JMU.
The university has continually had more demand for housing than
actual spaces for students. Merck said.
He added no new parking will be constructed for the dorm.
Dr. William Jackameit. director of institutional research and
budget, said "Freshman enrollment has been staying the same,
although the transfer trend has been upward." Jackameit noted
12n students are housed in Howard Johnson's, while Bell Hall will
house 138 students. It (the new dorm) will not increase housing
capacity." Jackameit said.
FUTURE JMU ENROLLMENT "will not increase sub-

Pfwto by Kim Perm*

CONSTRUCTION CONTINUES on Bell Hall. The dorm will be finished by fall, according to
university officials.
stantially."
acording to Jackameit. "We'll
have no place to put them,"
even if the entire three-dorm
complex is built.
The University has rented
many housing facilities offcampus, including Sigma Phi
Epsilon. Sigma Pi, and
disrepaired houses on Port
Republic Road, Jackameit
said.

"Eventually we would like
to get out of some of the
buildings." he added.
"We'd have to pay a higher
interst rate than we would like
to," Jackameit said, if the
entire three-dorm complex is
constructed this year. "If
interest rates come down
some, we will seriously
consider the new facilities."
There will be no new dorm

construction for at least two
years. Merck said.
No decision has been made
as to whether the new dorm
will house men. women or
both. "We don't know what the
best policy will be yet," said
Jim
Krivoski,
associate
director of residence halls and
commuter student services.
The dorm will probably house
freshmen. Krivoski said.

Social security cuts may affect 500 students
By DIANE DUNN and VAL
HULCE
Changes in social security
benefits will affect as many as
500 James Madison University
students, according to-Doris
Emswiler. record's office
secretary.
Beginning in September
1982 Social Security loan
program benefits will be cut
by 25 percent. There will be an

additional
25
percent
reduction in the amount of the
loans each year until 1985.
Benefits will continue for
those full-time students who
were entitled to a check for
August 1981. Students who
wish to continue receiving aid
must take at least 12 credit
hours per semester.
Benefits end when a student
becomes part-time or with-

draws from the university. A
loss of benefits automatically
makes one inelegible for
futher aid.
Starting in 1982 no benefits
will be paid May through
August and no cost-of-living
increases will be available.
Full-time students who first
became entitled to benefits in
September 1981 or later will
receive payments only for the

months they attend school
full-time through July 1982.
Under previous
social
security laws, unmarried fulltime students were eligible forpayments unit! the age of 22 if
a parent who had worked long
enough under Social Security
retired, became disabled or
died.
Other student benefits have
now become available since

student
Social
Security
benefits were first paid in
1965. according to Ronald
Heatwole. department of
health and human services
claim representative.
Changes in Social Security
and Medicare benefits are
designed to strengthen the
financial status of those social
programs.

Two more buses purchased,
service is slightly expanded

Photo by Tom Li»hlon

JMU SPENT S57.IHMI for two buses this year, according to George
Mareum.-phy a leal phMH-director.

By VAL HULCE
James Madison University purchased two
additional buses tjiis year for about $57,000.
according to George Marcum. physical plant
director.
One has was bought new and cost about
$45,000. The other bus had about 8.000 miles on
it and sold for $12,000.
The university now has a total of five buses.
Over 1.800 students ride the buses to and from
Howard Johnson's. Shank Apartments and
Presidential Apartments each day.
Neither Bill Ward. JMU motor pool
superintendent, nor Marcum foresee any
cancellation of the bus program in the near
future, they said.
The university pays about $16,000 each year
for repairs and maintenance of the buses. An
additional $12,000 is spent for gas and diesel
fuel.
The Student Government Association pays
for the buses through student fees and money
received from renting dorms to various
athletic groups during the summer.
J.C. Penny. Leggett and Watson's in the
Valley Mall also aid in paying the bus expenses.
"Last year our buses drove 60,000 miles in
student transportation alone and another
18.000 miles for extra-curricular activities."
Marcum said "Students riding the buses last
year totaled 192.543."
Ward said the new buses replaced last year's

metro bus which had "reached its usable
limit."
Campus buses are designed for short
distance transportation, he added.
Student opinion about the service is
generally favorable.
"The service is good. They (the bus drivers)
are always pleasant and come and leave on
time," said Heidi Susheriba. a transfer student
living in Squit*»Hill Apartments.
John Critz. a junior transfer student, said he
thinks the system is good because at Texas A &
M it cost each student $40-$50 to use the
campus buses.
Only one change appears in this year's bus
schedule. Because the number of students
living in Howard Johnson's has doubled since
last year, a bus now picks up twice an hour in
that lot
Continued from last year" is the weekend
transportation of students to the Valley Mall. A
bus leaves .from the Dining Hall bus lot
beginning at 10a.m. on Saturdays and departs
hourly until 4 p.m.
Students can take a bus from the mall to
campus each hour on the half-hour until 4:30
p.m.
No areas on campus besides Gibbon's bus
stop are designated pick-up areas. Buses may
stop at Eagle or Chandler halls should the
driver agree to do so. JMU drivers may also let
out students at Fredrikson Hall as they enter
campus.
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Products sold in bookstore
must have appeal, familiarity
By HOLLY RAttDKX
Products chosen for sale in
the James Madiosn University bookstore are those that
have appeal and are fa mi la r
to college students, according
to
William
Hancher.
bookstore manager
Only a few brands of a
product are sold because of
inadequate display space and
also because these, brands
suffice for the majority of
students. Hancher said.
Orders are placed or canceled according to sales,
student input and faculty
members needs. Hancher
said. Students suggestions of
brand
names.
teacher's
requests for certain items and
the amount of sales are all

taken into account before
changes in ordering occur.
Hancher noted
If the company sees its
product's sales waning they
will occasionally remove it
from off the line. Hancher
notes
Other sources of imput
concerning new products
include sales representative
and Virginia College Store
Association exhibits.
Salesmen somejjrnes bring
their company's products to
the bookstore. Hancher said
Many products have been
.added to the • bookstore's
shelves from ideas observed
at exhibits held by the VCSA.
Hancher said. Salesmen from
all over the United States

attend IIWM- exhibits and
display Ihwf products
added
Some items are tradition.
such as .IMU sweatshirts and
caps Mm changing styles of
apparel may make a certain
style more popular one year
than the next. Hancher said
Often the changes in style
dictate whether or not some
clothing is available. Hancher
added New itemfrjfiis year
■include a line of accessories
for members of Greek
organizations, new glassware,
popular track-hook-- and an
expansion of the greeting
cards section. Hancher said.
The textbooks account for
about 65 percent of bookstore
sales for the vear.

pnoto by Paul Rovghton

/VSTIDKNT KNTKRS the James Madison University bookstore.
Textbooks account for 65 percent of bookstore sales.
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Need freshman or sophomore
preferably. Someone who is
interested in the managers job
contact Coach Campanelli
in the basketball office at 433-6462

HARRISONBURG

V
COPYRIGHT INI - THE KROGER CO. ITEMS AND
PRICES GOOD SUNDAY. SEPTEMBER IJ THROUGH
SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER If, 1*11 IN HARRISONBURG. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUAN
TITIES. NONE SOLD TO DEALERS

& BRIGHTEN UP
YOUR ROOM
WITH

HOUSEPLANTS4
FLOWERS FROM
|Z065 S MA IN-^J

4i-J|#*A+ DA/AY 9 -5:30
CLOSED SUN.

msw>a>w<mmi <wrm

100% POLYESTER. 72" X W
SOLID COLOR

20 visits for $20.00

Beacon

$C49

Blankets

Each

«J

fat* The CJtme Slutype
SLICED OR tY THE PIECE.
DELI-SLICED

Colby Longhorn
Cheese
ib.

Completely New
Tanning System

$059

TAN DARKER jyith LESS
DRYNESS, LESS REDNESS
and LESS TIME.
Easier on faces works better
on arms and legs
<<

THERE IS A DIFFERENCE

8-Pieces
Fried Chicken Bud,.,

»»

INCLUDES: I PIECES CHICKEN, 111. POTATO SALAD
OR COLE SLAW I 4 DINNER ROLLS

Horizon

*———■•■■-■■■■-■■__

ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY
Each of these advertised items is required io be
[**"v available foi sale in each Kroner Store, encept as
vaahcaRy noted m this ad It we doom oul erf an advertised
nem we will offer you your choice ol a comparable item
**>en available reflecting the same saving. or a raincheck
*tnch mill entitle you to purchate the advertised item at the
advertised price within 30 days

Sure W Tan
1106 Reservoir Street, Harrisonburg
434 -1812—^~—-i

Ftwtt Tfo Defc
SANDY MAC

.
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Deli Style
Boiled Ham
TOTAL SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
(Everything you buy at Kroger „ QuJ,er.teed lor your toui
sattifeciion rega'cHeas of manufacturer If you are not satis
lied Kroger will replace your item with the same brand c
:omparabie brand or returns your purchase price
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LOWEST GOLD PRICES
ORDER YOUR COLLEGE RING NOW !
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By MIKE CLARK
Due to last year's high
number of injuries, flag
football has been dropped
from the ranks of intramural
sports, according to George
Toliver. director of intramural athletics.
There were at least three
serious injuries last year,
Toliver said. The most
common
Injuries
were
sprains, although head and
knee injuries were, also
common. These injuries did
not always result from
physical contact, Toliver said
adding that many sprains
were from players' legs giving
out on the astro turf.
There were also many
scrapes and bruises, Toliver
added.
The high number of flag
football injuries is apparently
a national trend. Toliver said.
Due to injuries and other
factors many schools have
dropped flag football from
their program or changed to
"Carolina"
or
"RazzJeDazzle" football, both of
which have less contact.
Toliver said those schools
that had switched still had a
high number of injuries,
Toliver made the final
decision to drop flag football
from the program. While he
has had no negative reactions
from students. Toliver said it
was still early in the year and
people might complain once
intramural basketball ends.
Toliver feels most people
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You can now purchase your 10 karat
M00*0
gold Cotege Ring for much teas money
than you would have paid last year at *70° °°'
M00
this time. For more good news, we'l
^
M0
see you on ring order day. Many
°
sty les are available to choose from.
*«o°°.
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Your Herff Jones Cotege Ring Speciafet
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TO ORDER:

Date: Titfes Sept 33

Place:

Tkne:

Meeting Room B

Deposit required $
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10-3 pm

m

Student Center

-5.00

'
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Official Ring Company For 1982
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Intramural football
s canceled at JMU
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Bill Dyer, intramural sports
chairman of White Hall,
agrees with Toliver. Dyer felt
it was a good decision because
the sport had become too
rough.
As an intramural referee.
Dyer had seen sprains and
bruises he thought were the
unnecessary result of "cheap
hits."
The rougher play may have
occurred in the lower leagues,
according to Dyer. He said
most of the teams in the
higher leagues had better
athletes and were more
concerned with winning the
championship than with rough
play.
Dyer said the majority of
residents in White Hall
reacted negatively to the
decision. Dyer added that
negative feedback would
come from upperclassmen
who have played the sport for
several years and want to
continue playing. He also said
most people would understand
the decision to eliminate flag
football.
There are no plans to
replace football with another
sport.
There are plans, however,
to lengthen the volleyball
season and possibly add Corec volleyball to the program.

Hie American
Cancer Society
thanks you.

The I.D.eal Meal:

You've become a
life saver. Literally.
For installing our
Employee Education
Program. For letting
us supply free films,
exhibits, speakers,
pamphlets, posters,
and articles for
your company
publications. For
accepting our help in
arranging "action"
programs for your
employees... for
detection of
colorectal cancer,
instructions in breast
cancer examination,
for detection of
cervical cancer via
the Pap test.
For simply
understanding that if
cancer is detected in
its early stages,
chances for cure are
greatly increased.
Thank you.
Hundreds of
companies now have
an American Cancer
Society Employee
Education Program.
If yours isn't one of
them, call us.

Pizza Hut® will take 20% off the price of any
purchase* when you come in wjth your college'
ID. So stop by for a deal of a meal.

'Excluding alcoholic beverages
Ofcr valid Sunday through Tnunday. with proof of
student rtgsimaon. on Rgutar menu prices only

American Cancer Society

C1861. Pteu Hut. toe

iOOQOOOpet^hBMwgcwco.
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Cheerieading squad to apply i
skills learned at summer camp
ISA DANIELS
18-member James
Madison
University
cheerieading
squad
will
perform new and awardwinning stunts on the Dukes'
sidelines this fall.
The group will use new
skills learned this past
summer at a cheerieading
camp, some of which they
hope to exhibit in a national
cheerieading competition.
The squad attended a oneweek cheerieading camp in
August, held at the Virginia
Tech- campus in Blacksburg.
The clinic was sponsored by
the Universal Cheerieading
Association and included
about 80 groups, of college
cheerleaders from all over the
country.
Instructors taught
the
cheerleaders stunts, cheers,
pyramids and chants during
the day. Eacfl evening the
squads were graded on performance and spirit. The JMU
team earned four blue
superior and two red superior
ribbons.
At
the
final
award
ceremony, they received a
Spirit Stick to bring home, and
a special gold rating for being
one of the most improved
squads.
Boston College and Ohio
State University also attended
the clinic. These groups
compted on the national level
of the National Cheerieading
Championship last year.
The JMU squad hopes to
compete in this nationally

televised **«*♦"=* *bi§ juiuL
"It all depenuamHTol^^Wo
at the Homecoming game."
said junior co-captain Don
Collins. "If the routine goes
well, we'll send in a tape of it
to the regional judges." One
winner will be selected to
compete against the other
four regional victors, he
added.
The JMU squad has an
opportunity to win the
regional title, said sophomore
cheerleader Lorei Holtzman.

"We have a good chance." she
said. There's no limit to what
we can do if we really try."
The
squad's
primary
concern is firing up JMU fans,
according to Holtzman. "We
want to get the students to
show as much spirit as they
did last year at the VCU and
ODU basketball games." she
said. "We encourage students
to get involved, and if they
want us to do a particular
cheer, to come and tell us.

MM
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HARRY'S TV and APPLIANCE
CENTER INC<

We do our own service
43 £ Liberty St. 434-8469
Downtown Harrisonburg

^7 Vbu have to taste it to believe it.

0^0

Shank Beverage
1350 Country Club Rd
Harrisonburg Va.
434-7829 *

NATIONAL
BOHEMIA^
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3
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American Cancer
Society

SANYO 2 CU^IC FEET
"Dnrm'yj^rigerator $.109.95

l&ppa kega Boh*

ofcancer.
My boss didn't under
stand that I was healthy
again.
So I was let go.
A lot of people are like
my boas. They think that
everyone dies of cancer. I
thought so, too. Until the
American Cancer Society,
through one of its service
and rehabilitation programs,
helped me return to a
normal life.
The ACS also has local
Units that help Americans
who've never had cancer
understand it better.
Tbday, more and more,
cancer is a curable disease,
ignorance about, cancer Is
curable, too.

SPECIAL

_— ..g>i!23

Skydiv*r£ put on
pre-game exhibition
By IAN KATZ

The most brief, but perhaps
the most exciting event of
Saturday's
Valley
Day
festivities was the pre-game
skydiving show demoastrated
by four members of the 82nd
Airborne Division Jump Team
from Fort Bragg. N.C.
Despite windy and overcast
conditions, the jumpers left
the UH-1H Army National
Guard helicopter from 4.000
feet in the- air and slowly
descended to the 50-yard line
on Madison field just before
the JMU Austin Peay contest.
The four jumpers were Ed
Lally. Scott Rhoades. Charles
Gates and Michael Sweeney,
the team leader Three of the
four landed within ttifeetof the
midfield mark. The .uurth
jumper carried the game ball
and the coin for the toss. He
landed near the gates of the
stadium.
"Barnes~"Ma8isb'n * University
ROTC department Its purpose was to entertain the
Valley Day spectators and to
help promote the recruiting
command and ROTC.
"The conditions for the
jump weren't ideal." said
Sweeney. "The wind was

blowing 16 knots from where
*»e took off. But it wasn't bad
enough for us to cancel. It
would have to be around 30
mph for that.
"We intended to leave at
lo.ooo feet." Sweeney said.
"But there were too many
clouds that high. The pilots
can't fly when they can't see "
According to Col. Winston
Spiller Jr. of JMU'sROTC. "If
conditions are good, they can
give us a guarantee that they
will land within 25 feet of
where they say they will."
Spiller had noted prior to the
jump. "I'll consider it a
success if they land on the
field. I'm sure their standards
are much higher."
The jumpers would, have
liked to have landed closer to
their "X". but Sweeney said,
adding "We couldn't have
done much better under those
conditions."

with "parawing chutes."
which "are extra safe, ex- «
tremely. maneuverable
parachutes." according to
Sgt. Donald Cox. "They can
even control their rate of
dissent
with
these
parachutes." Cox added.
The paratroopers adjusted
to the change of their planned
jumping altitude and left the
helicopter above Madison
Stadium with streams of red
smoke trailing behind them.
The 82nd had to get special
Federal
Aviation
Administration clearance for the
jump because it took "place
within one mile of Newman
Lake
The jump was funded by the
U.S. Army recruiting command. The cost for the
exhibition was about $2,000,
according to Spiller.
The pa ra troopers a rrived at
JMU Friday afternoon. The
helicopter landed next to Long
Field shortly before 11 a.m.
Saturday.
The 82nd "didn't practice
for this jump." Cox said.
"They are quite experienced
in this." Spiller said. "To us
this is special. To them it's
not"
The 82nd is a step below the
Army's Golden Knights, who
perform internationally and
at highly publicized events,
"like
the
President's
Inaugural Ball." Cox said.
There are six paratroopers
at JMU who have all attended
training school at Fort Benning. Ga.

Have a
new* tip?
Call the
news desk
at 6127

• /
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Colonial House
of

Hairstyling
I

»

Welcomes J.M.U.
BRING TWO FRIENDS
GET YOUR CUT FREE
Call 433-1588
1433 South Main Street
Photo by Yo Naqaya

THE JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY Royal Marching Dukes put on their presentation
between halves of the JMU-Austin Peay contest held Saturday.

Within Walking Distance

LET'S HEAR IT FOR THE
DUKES&DUCHESSES

When Judy Lofferly prepares for a
race like the annual
cross-Iowa run, she
makes sure her bike is
in perfect shape.
She inspects and
adjusts every part. She
tunes and balances
the whole machine, so
it can go thedistance.
Because she
treats her body the
same way, she discovered a lump in her
breast a few years
ago.
She discovered it
early. And these days,
85% of early breast
cancers con be treated
successfully.
Judy has since
had reconstructive
surgery, too. And she
feels like herself
again Alive, vibrant,
ready to get on her
bike and take on the
world.
Judy Lafferty is
just one example of
the kind of progress
we're making against
cancer in its many
forms.
The American
Cancer Society takes
some credit for that
progress. But credit
won't finance our
wo** ._-.■„
We need your
money to help us win
this race.

©Anheuser-Busch, Inc.

THE COST
OF LIVING.
GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.

.....

St. Louis, MO

John D. Eiland Co., Inc
V

Rt. 11 North, P.O. Box 880 Verona, Virginia 24482
Phone:(703)248-8131

HEAD FOR -.
THE MOUNTAINS!

BOSCH

Increasing JMU enrollment
requires greater facilities

SAT. SEPT. 26 (9am—6pm)
SUN. SEPT. 27 (NOON—5pm)
SAT. OCT. 3 (8am-5pm)
Green Valley Auction Barn - 2 miles east of Mt CraWford.Va.
I—HI. Exit 61. Signs Posted. 75.0W Books (New and Old) and
O'd Magazines for sale! Sept. 26 and 27— New Books
Only. On Oct 3 you'll Find Old Books. Old Magazines and
New Books. Our new book selection is Tremendous and
our prices are Absolutely the Best anywhere! A Few
examples are! "Tolstoy's Letters" 2 vol. set $5;
Tolkiens's "Lord of the Rings Trilogy" 3 vols. $7.50 set:
"A Tolkien Bestiary" 11; "Dictionary of the History of
Ideas" 5 bol. set 112.50: "The World as it was—A
Photographic Portrait 1865—1921" $4: "The Encyclopedia of Philosophy" 4 vol. set, $20; Anthony
Trollope's "Palliser Novelss" $2 each; "Oxford Dictionary of Quotations" |4; Kurt Bonnegut's "Breakfast
of Champions" and "Cat's Cradle" (Trade Editions) $1
each; "History of Rock and Roil" 13 each. You'll Find
thousands of bargains such as these so come to the Book
Fair—You'll Be glad you did! Call 434—8849 For more
information!

By AMY LOUVIERE
A constantly increasing
James Madison University
enrollment
has
created
crowded conditions and a need
for larger facilities in both
academics and athletics,
according
to
William
Jackameit, director of institutional
research
and
budget.
This need is evidenced by
the construction of the library
addition, the completion of the
stadium addition, additional
dorm space, and construction
of the Convocation Center
across Interstate-81.
Jackameit siad.
The various structures are
developing at different rates
of speed. Jackameit noted.

The library addition, begun in
late 1979. remains in phase I of
construction. Phase II will not
begin until the spring of 1982.
,. But completion of , the
stadium seats has taken place
in only four months time. This
is not necessarily an indication of JMU's emphasis
on athletics, Jackameit said.
"I just want to see everything
caught up," he said. V
Construction on the library
is a much more technical
project, and requires considerable detail and planning
as compared to the stadium
addition Jackameit said.
BOTH ACADEMIC and
athletic
activities
are
regarded on individual merit

JACK WARDEN MARIANGELA MELATO RICHARD KEEL
"SO FINE"
A LOBELL/BERGMAN PRODUCTION
MUSIC BY ENNIO MORRICONE PRODUCED BY MIKE LOBELL
WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY ANDREW BERGMAN .
Fiom Wiirw Bios

\ ti ummi icmnmim

^JA Wwnaf Cominun-cjmoiw Company
^^ < tM'Wft"*.**, AH *Wl BMW ,«

IT *IN " "

OPENS SEPTEMBER 25th AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU!

Jackameit
said,
adding
students benefit from one as
well as the other.
, There will be a "slight
period of disruption" when
renovation on the library's
original structure takes place
soon after completion of the
new section, Jackameit added.
Three classrooms in the
library's basement will have
to be relocated elsewhere,
Jackameit said. He added no
feasible site has yet been
found.
JMU is not undertaking too
many projects at once, according to George Marcum,
director of physical plant
services.
. 'The key to construction is
the (current) availability of
-funds,". said Marcum, Since
costs are consistently on the
rise, it is better to begin
construction when money is
available, he added.
It is the university's aim to
"assure quality growth in
academic and athletic areas
on campus" Marcum said.
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Schwinn LeTour
High-performance for

tunart shoppers.
Our LeTour* puts a lot of
high-performan<~ m —^ds
to shame. Atjust291bs., it's
truly lightweight.
It's also wellequipped and well
made—all at a price
that's not up in the
stratosphere.

SCHWINN

RIS

Due to conditions of our present location-PJ S
is selling their entire stock of beautiful silk
flowers at savings of 25% to 50%.
They make great gifts—and can add a lot of
cheer to your own room.
Hope you will stop by to see us!
Court Square Village 433-1418

Reg. $254.95
now $204.95

MARK'S BIKE SHOP
t0$45 COLLEGE AVE HAMUSONBUHQ. VA

434-5151

A&P

Busch 6-12 oz
■ r
Old Milwaukee 6-12 oz

Pizzeria
•1.69

Pepsi, Mt. Dew or Diet Pepsi 8-16 oz
•1.09 •♦•deposit
Minute Maid Orange Juice 12 oz can
.99
Kraft Cheese Slices 16 oz pkg.
'1.99
Anne Page Macaroni and Cheese
4 for .99
Jane Parker plain or seeded Rye Qread
16 oz loaf .59
Fluted Mr. Coffee Filters 100 ct. pkg.
.69
BodyOn Tap Shampoo or Conditioner
,
__^^ 7 oz bottle »1.1P
Red Delicious Apples
.33 lb.
Bulk White Potatos 10 lba

M.29

White Seedless Grapes

.99 lb.

Grillmaster Chicken Franks

.89 lb.

Smithfield Bacon
Gwaltney Sausage
Snow King Beef Burgers

433-1101

•2.19

OUR NEW EXTENDED
DELIVERY HOURS
6-11 MON-THUR
every hour
Delivery charge $.50 whether
you order 1 or 10 Pizzas
Special Offer
——
till Sept. 30

No Delivery charge at 6,7, or 8 pm Deliveries
A variety of sandwichS9 subs 11-2 mon.-fri.
Back By Popular Demand
Small Cheese Pizza $1.25
Pizza slices $.60 Moa-Thurs. 11-5 Fri 11-2
each slice is l/S of a large pizza which is equal
to 1/2 of a small pizza

•1.69 lb
•1.39 lb.
'3.99
for 2 lb. pkg.

A&P Frozen Fried Chicken 2 lb. «2.49

Luigi's New HAPPY HOUR
4-8 mon.-thur. 1-4 sat.-sun.

mm

>
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Announcement

t*

Self-Study Report

HilW

..^mfm\H be held Sept.
29-30.1:30 - 4 p.m. in Room B.
,WCC on the Self-Study Report
prepared by the university as
part of the process of reaffirmation of accreditation by
the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools. The
Self-Study will be available
for inspection by faculty and
students in the library's
Reserve Room until Oct. 2.
Those desiring to speak to
specific issues at the hearings
are encouraged, but not
required, to set up a time to do
so by calling Mrs. Blankenship in the Graduate School
office (6466)

Hillel is sponsoring 3TCT
Hashanah dinner Sept. 28 at
530 p.m. Cost is $1.00 and
reservations can be made
through Sharon at 5723 or
Binnie at 433-3170 or box L-5
by Sept 25

Writing Lab

CP&P

The university Writing Lab
offers individualized help to
students working on papers or
reports, studying for essay
exams, writing letters or
applications, reviewing
grammar.- or preparing to
take the GRE, LSAT. or
GMAT. For further information, call Mrs. Hoskins
at 6401 or stop by Sheldon 209,
Monday through Friday. 8:45
a.m. - 2:45 p.m.

A resume writing workshop,
provided by Career Planning
and Placement, will be held
Sept.-* 24. 2-3 p.m. The
workshop will describe the
purpose, content types, the
mechanics of resumes, and it
will explain why various
techniques are successful or
unsuccessful. It will also
discuss the format of the
cover letter. Sign up in advance.

Porpoise Club

Tutors Needed
If you are a JMU student
and wish to tutor in either
your major or minor area of
study, please stop by
the Counseling and Student
Development Center, second
floor Alumnae, and pick up an
application.

ItaPi

All JMU students interested
in participating with the JMU
Porpoise Club need to attend
the first meeting at Savage
Pool. Sept. 22 at 9 p.m.

CP4P
The 19«1 Foreign Service
Exam will be given Dec. 5. It
is offered only pnce a year.
Information and* registration
materials can be obtained in
the office of Career Planning
and Placement, second floor.
Alumnae
Hall.'
The
registration deadline is Oct.
23.

Rosh Hashanah
Temple Beth El and Hillel
are inviting all students to
worship with us on Rosh
Hashanah. Sept. 28-29. A bus
will leave Godwin Hall
Monday at 7:30 p.m. and
Tuesday at 9:30 a.m.

Jot ten Rings
Josten's. the official ring
company for the class of 1983,
will be on campus delivering
rings and taking reorders
Sept. 23-24. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. on
the WCC mezzanine.

11" ~<m 'mkiMi ~imm

:>

$7.99
$7.99
$28.50
$28.50

Are you a person who enjoys
sharing your time with others
and helping to serve your
community? Come help us
help others.
The
JMU
Jaycette Chapter needs you.
For information please call
Pam at 4058. We serve.

htramurals
Sign-up for
intramural
horseshoes is noon, Sept. 24 at
the intramural bulletin board
across from Godwin 102.
Team rosters for intramural
soccer are due Oct. 4 at fi p.m.
in Godwin 344. Sign up
deadline for cross country is
noon. Oct. 5 at the IM bulletin
board.

NUTSHELL
The 1961 issue of Nutshell,
packed with articles written
exclusively for the college
community.
will
be
distributed by the SGA in the
WCC on Sept. 22. Stories include an interview with Moral
Majority's Jerry Falwell and
coping with the computer age.

434-8805

Violations Board

BEER - FOOD - GAS
BEVERAGES
Ask about our case specials
Old Mill (Case)
Busch (Case )
Buscb 1/2 Keg
Miller 1/2 keg

JMU Jaycette

7 I

STOP
Port Republic Road
open 24 hrs.

' There wnTWITmeetmg for
all present and prospective
members of Kappa Delta Pi.
the honor
society
for
education majors. Sept. 23 at 7
p.m. in Room C, WCC.
Initiation and events for the
upcoming year are among the
topics that will be discussed.

The Minor Violations Board
is being formed for 1981-82.
The role of the board is to act
as the original hearing body
for cases in which a student is
charged with a violation of a
university or residence hall
policy. Applications can be
picked up in the SGA office
and deadline is Sept. 30.

Moosehead 6pk. $2.99
Doritos
$.89
Camel Lights
2 for 1

CPAP

Kegs must be ordered one day in advance

Career
Planning
and
Placement is offering a lecture on "Finding a Government Job" on Sept. 22.7-8 p.m.
in 101 Miller Auditorium.
Information on local, state
and federal positions will be
provided. Government work
environments, entry level jobs
and job search procedures
will be discussed. PACE
registration materials will
also be distributed.

Canada Dry Ginger Ale
Oange Crush & Hawaian Punch 16 oz.
$1.69
Fisher's mixed nits (reg. $4.99)
Fresh popcorn (1 box)
$.38
Bic pens 4- $1.00

Free coffee midnight to 5am
Checks, Food Stamps, Coupons WELCOME
IZED PUCH SALES* SERVICE

a# PARTS-SERVICE

?\°V A """M* HM "fPUCHaod A.D. BikM and mopt*...
k
r*r r-^rV^I ■ I ■ ■ III

[CUSTOM BUILT
[FRAMES

FM

r&rj* C0MPLE7EI
AV,*
STOCK OF I

'6't^ ACCESSORIES!
r$A%
VSA» MASTER L

V'

K.0
AUTHORIZED POCH SALES * SERVICE,

AV

Seniors be sure to attend the
Career Planning and
Placement
workshop
on
Getting Your Act Together on
Sept. 23.11 a.m. -12 noon. The
first part of this workshop will
cover writing a job objective,
filling out a placement file and
effective job hunting methods.
The second part will focus on
the on-campus
interview
procedure. Sign up in advance.

Racquetball Clinic
A
racquetball
clinic,
sponsored by Recreational
Activities, will be conducted
by
David
Hott,
JMU
racquetball coach and his
staff on Oct. 3,9 a.m. -12 noon
at the Godwin racquetball
courts. It is open to all JMU
students, faculty, staff and
family members. Call 433-6669
for more information.

A math and grammar
review workshop for persons
preparing for the LSAT and
GMAT will be held Sept. 24, 4
5:30 p.m. in Room D, WCC.
Call Mrs. Hoskins (6401),
Writing Lab, to sign up.

WCLA Program
The
WCLA
BusinessGovernment Relations
Fellowship
Program
is
currently
accepting . applications for the upcoming
1982 terms. Through this
program
masters,
professional and doctoral
degree candidates pursue sixmonth stipended internships
in
Washington,
D.C.,
augmented by academic
seminars and other support
activities. Applications come
predominantly from students
in Business, Public Administration. Political
Science. Law and Economics;
however other backgrounds
are welcome. For further
information concerning the
program
and
eligibility,
contact
the
Graduate
Program at (202) 659-8510.

Wesley Foundation
The Wesley Foundation will
have its fall retreat Sept. 25-26
at Rock Wood Lodge at the
Massanetta Sprir^" <'■,<**.
ference Center. The theme
will be "Growth in Christian
Discipleship." There will be
four study-reflection sessions
led by area ministers. The
retreat will also include time
for recreation, worship and
solitude.
Meet Sept. 25. 6 p.m. at the
Wesley Foundation and return
10:30 p.m. Sept. 26. The
registration fee is S3 and the
total cost is $12. You can
register by bringing S3 to the
Wesley Foundation (690 S.
Main St.) or by putting the
registration fee in campus box
4253. Call 434-3490 for more
information.

'.*»
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THE SCA IS TARING
PARLIAMENTARIAN
APPLICATIONS

K—

r

The SGA needs Application* For
StudenU-at-Large Returned By
SEPTMEBER 25th.

Buy One
Chicken ,
Sandwich
Get Your
Second
1

/2 PRICE
good thru
10-21

SPECIAL
LUNCH
COUPONS

It Ctrl* Si

Buy One
Fish
Sandwich
Get Your
Second
% PRICE
good thru
10-21

433-1531

THANK m m VOIW FMTICIMTIOWH

Wdmdaq Ham H«* 9-2

**tf*l-ruV|ire'»;idi-^tfnThe Court Square
2 North Main St., Harrisonburg
Open Thursday and Friday Nights til 9 p.m.

Open Daily 1C A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
——

QA JCwe utik lite Wwwe
Mill Oupldwud
r\Um. Soimufau. and Suuku
AS Uce poitaita pit am tat
$$j$njm ami Swutoy
68-70 IV. (If*!* St.

433-9146

Master Charge and Visa

Sbatgfci leg 9ea»
awl (M '13.99
%o 31-38
jCaiig Qnm» fcy Guwie Sax
jCaywiai) Hernia*
Hwtiecw(«i«j

Now with two locations to serve you.
Rock St

) BIG
Amomms

Big A Antifreeze

Rt. 33 East
434-4418
433-0549

3.99-gaJ

WJSY
STEREO 104

Big A BBC I 2 Bike Car Carrier 9.28
Mean Mother Driving & Fog Light
23.99
Big A Car Ramp
17.99-pair
Penzoil 27 6> 10W 30
10 W40

.96 qt.

These specials at RT 33 East ONLY
Rt .33 East open 8-8 Mon.-Fri. 8-4 Sat
Rock St. 8-5 Mon. 8-4 Sat. Mon.-Fri.

0000 TIME
ROCK & ROLL

1

-^

.'V
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'Bad Habits'

Comedy begins season right
By ROBIN JACKSON
Friday night saw the opening of the 1981-82
theater season in Wampler Experimental
Theater with Terrance McNally's Bad Habits,
directed by Susan Burrell It is going to be hard
to follow.
The play looked at how two institutions (rest
homes, if you will) tried to eliminate bad
habits people develop. The play actually was
two separate one act plays. One dealt with
Ravenswood. a pseudo-realistic resort for
marriages on the rocks. The other, Dunelawn.
was an absurdist satire on the miracle drug
method of curing defects.
Ravenswood, run by an alcoholic invalid, Dr.
Pepper (Barry Mulligan), had the therapeutic
philosophy that if you do not like something, f-k
express the dislike openly If you want to dob '
something badly, do it.
This motto resulted in a song and dance
routine by Harry Scupp (Gregg ODonnell) for
his wife Dolly (Christie Moniz): a knock-down,
tea ry-eyed fight between two homosexual
friends (Jefferson Todd Lofquist and Joseph
Fuqua); and an outburst of Hollywood
paranoic ego-mania from the Pitts (Mark
Jordan Legan and Jill Cheilik).
THE ACTING, though at times uneven, was
fairly proficient. Each character was
stereotyped to a great degree, but each also
had some personal quirks.
»
Mulligan, as Dr. Pepper, gave a very calm,
unexcited delivery with sympathy dripping
from every word. He also demonstrated agility
in his use of the wheelchair, making it a vital
part of Pepper's character.
Moniz's stereotypical housewife did not ring
true in some places. She managed to carry off
Dolly's" neurotic behavior through the use of
extensive gestures.
ODonnell. the changed Harry Scupp. gave
surprisingly good mood shifts, specifically
when he restrained himself from putting a
coaster under Dolly's glass. The audience saw
vividly his struggle to overcome his neatness.

The Pitts believed they were God's gift to the
acting world, both in and out of the context of
the play. Possibly one of the best of Legan's
characters. Roy Pitt was undoubtedly the most
insecure tough guy on Wampler's stage.
Cheilik's April was not far behind and was the
perfect complement to Legan's ego-mania.
Fuqua and Lofquist were outrageously
funny, each in his own distinct way. Fuqua
commanded the stage from the moment he
appeared in a silk dressing gown until he left to
find the snapping turtle in the pond. Immediately he was replaced by Lofquist's
queen. Francis. The two were opposite sides of
a weird but terribly funny coin.
If anyone came close to stealing the show it
was Thomas Kearney as Otto, the ex-Nazi
valet. His deadpan delivery, precise
movements, and unexpected bits of action
made his character so perfect you truly had to
see it to believe it.
•IF REALITY RULED at Ravenswood. then
absurdity was king at Dunelawn. The patients
at Dunelawn had very bad habits—Mr. Ponce
(Thomas Kearney) was an
alcoholic; Mr.
Blum (John Thomasson) was a transvestite:
and Mr. Yamadoro (Bruce Taylor) was an
Italian sadist who thought he was Japaneese.
In charge of this group was Nurse Ruth
Benson (Kathleen Minke). She was kind,
cheerful, and self-serving to a fault. Her junior
was Nurse Becky Hedges (Alison Incontanti)
who wanted to be just like Ruth. At the same
time, she tried to avoid the attentions of Bruno
(Dan Bright), the gardener who pointed out
suggestively that he wanted to "trim me some
hedges.''
Dunelawn was run by a saintly man, Dr.
Toynbee (Scott Chapman), whose miracle
serum was the staple diet at the institution.
The serum made the patients passive, tractable and euphoric.
See PLAY, page 17

Photo by Kristen Ottoitid

The Pitts (Mark Legan and Jill Cheilik)
argue like children over u sun reflector at
v
*

Ravenswood. the fun place to cure your bad
habits

X

r*f by Vo Haaaya

Dr.
Toynbee
(Scott
Champman) and Nurses
Hedges (Alison Incontanti)

and Benson (Kathleen Minke)
fret over Mr. Ponce (Thomas
Kearney) at Dunelawn

Another opinion
By F. ADAMS
If you think of Bad
Habits as a play, you are
confronted at once with an
anomaly. It has two casts,
two settings, two stories.
Wouldn't it. then, be two
plays? Well, not exactly.
The first part takes place
at what is evidently a
sanitorium called
Ravenswood.
presided
over by Dr. Pepper (Barry
Mulligan). His treatment is
to let people do what they
want, regardless of diet,
manners or morals.
Dr. Pepper's patients
include
Harry
Scupp
(Gregg O'Donnel). for
whom
the
treatment
successfully cures compulsiveness: Harry's wife
(Christie Moniz)
who
comes to take Harry home
hut elects to stay on for
treatment after Harry
leaves:
Hiram Spane
i Joseph
Fuqua)
and
Francis Tear (Jefferson
Loquist). a male couple
who are long-time patients
but presumably have made
the
best
adjustment
possible: and a newly
arrived couple (Jill Cheilik
and Mark Legan) suffering
from
acute
selfcenteredness. Also present

is a servant (Thomas
Kearney), once a patient.
whose
Prussian
background still shows in
his uniform and heel
clicking, but who comfortably indulges his desire
to listen to classical music,
give rubdowns and read
"Opera News."
The
Scupps
make
progress and in doing so
affect the others to the
point where they sing
together
"Auld
Lang
Syne."
THE SECOND PART is
set at another sanitorium,'
Dunelawn. headed by Dr.
Toynbee (Scott Chapman).
The contrast is striking.
The setting is severe instead of pleasant: the
characters are not in
couples but separate; the
patients are restrained:
advice is totally cryptic:
Dr. Toynbee is to be
worshipped:
the only
treatment is debilitating
injection. Three patients
(played
by
Thomas
Kearney. John Thomasson,
and Bruce Taylor) appear
to be incapable of love: a
See REVIEW, page 17
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discs
Kinks
'Give the People
What They Want9
By BARBARA HALL
It is like a revival of the '60s
favorites. Bob Dylan, the Stones and
the Kinks have put a wave of excitement into the hearts of old rock
lovers, producing albums which
appeared in record stores at about
the same time. Of the three, the
Kinks probably held the most
promise for putting out a spectacular album.
Low Budget.produced in 1979, was
one of the Kinks most impressive
endeavors.
reinforcing
their
reputation as an old band still alive
and kicking. With Give the People
What They Want, the Kinks have
done nothing but double the
disappointment.
There is no
comparing this album to what they
have done in the past. It falls short of
current standards. The Kinks might
be alive, but they obviously have lost
their kick.
Low
Budget
was' purely
economics, making a dig at
everything from inflation to the
energy crisis. Give the People What
They Want is another social comment, this time taking a look at
violence and a variety of perversions. But there is one thing
missing: there's nothing funny
about this album. Ray Davies used
to make you laugh all over your
problems. Now it is as if hie is
shoving them down your throat.
Musically, the Kinks have always
been limited, but their ingenious
satire made up for it. There's no
trace of satire this time. The Kinks
without their sense of humor is like a
Woody Allen movie without the
comedy.
*.<

,»•

THE ENTIRE PREMISE of the
album is starving for satire. But
Davies chooses to serve it straight
up. As a result, the lyrics are burdened with banal protests and
cliches Anyone can list the
problems of the world and put them
to a tume. It takes talent and wit to
turn them into a good laugh. Davies
used to be capable of doing that, but
he has missed the turn somewhere.

i.

■

shot of all
One of many problems is that the
album is unbalanced. Side one is
unlistenable V guarantees a few
good yawns, "K Hers Eyes" is
laughable because it is so ridiculous,
and "Predicatable" is just what the
name implies.The listener might find
himself grabbing the album cover to
make sure this is the Kinks.
Side two is a little better: it would
Live been a task to come up with
something worse. At least the
arrangements sound more like what
they used to. They flirt a bit with
satire on "Art Lover" and "Yo—
Yo." but they are weak efforts. "A
Little Bit of Abuse." a song dealing
with wife abuse, could have made a
nice parody. Without Davies'
tongue—in—cheek* style, the song,
like the album, turns sour.
It is hard enough to accept the
garbage accumulating on record
t elves these days Jut when a band
has proven they are capable of
genius, an album like this is heartbreaking. The only good irony involved here is the title— this is not
exactly what the people want. What
theyvget is another reason for^
disillusionent. Thanks, but no
thanks.

Foreigner
'Foreigner 4f
By BARBARA HALL"
Just when you thought it was safe
to turn on the radio ... it's Foreigner
4. It seems that the reason for the
long hiatus between Head Games
and this similar masterpiece was
that the boys developed an addiction
to footsball and couldn't tear
themselves away long enough to
make an album.
From the sound of it, Foiiigner 4
was made on the lunch break. In any
case, they should have stuck to
foo t shall
Foreigner 4 falls into the long line
of music made to take up space on
the airwaves. No doubt it will sell: producer Robert John Lange (also
of AC DC) knows what he is doing.
He is not scrounging for any meals.
But musical drought is the
movement. of the decade: He is
giving people what they want.
"Urgent" probably is the least
horrible song on the album, which
should be some clue about the rest of
it. Junior Walker's saxaphone adds
a little light to a typically dull song.
Everything else sounds like one long
song with a few spaces in between.
THE ARRANGEMENTS all are
nice and simple: a howling guitar
riff with some drums buried in.
maybe an occasional tinkle of the
keyboards. Lou Gramm's vocals
sound as if he is reading the music
off of a lyric sheet. What spectacular
lyrics
they
are;
I'm gonna win (yeah)
I'm gonna win

"Destroyer" is the biggest copout on the album. Have the Kinks
become so artistically stumped that
they must exploit themselves? Put
to the tune of "Lola", the song is
more or less a play on the Kinks'
classic. "Lola" is the Kinks at their
best and it is devastating to hear
them prostituting themselves for the
sake of air play. That's the cheapest

Y'see it's a matter of pride

Deep down inside
I'm gonna win
Yeah I'm gonna win

No point in going into detail. All of
the songs follow this basic pattern.
Like the previous albumsForeigner 4 lacks any insight or

^

orginality. The music does not show
a trace of personality and the lyrics
are an insult to one's intellisence.
r <J 11 X ) 'J .! 2

THE BAND'S INTENTION, according to lead guitarist and founder
Mick Jones < not to be confused with
his antithesis, Mick Jones of The
Clash), was to put out a different
album "If we came out with
another-'Double Vision' or 'Feels
Like the First Time' I feel like we'd
be repating ourselves." I have no
argument with him there. This is a
whole new direction of dull.
Mick Jones must have been in the
bathroom when this album was
made. He claims there are strains of
vintage Buddy Holly: I must have
dozed off during that part. Says
Jones, "I want the music to be exciting, interesting, stimulating.
When it becomes boring I'll do
something else." Well. Mick, looks
like it's time to go into TV repair.

Gang of Four
'Solid Gold'
By CARL McCOLMAN
Solid Gold, the second LP by* the
English quartet Gang of Four, is
strange. Like the Talking Heads'
Remain in Light, and PiL's The
Flowers of Romance, it is a post-new
wave offering of music which helps
to prove that the seeds of punk rock
have sown some genuinely good,
enduring music.
Unlike the Talking Heads, or PiL's
John Lydon. the Gang of Four were
not around in the early days of punk.
Having released their debut album
in late 1979. the Gang of Four are
latecomers to the new music scene.
Needless to say, their music is
somewhat immature—at least,
immature for post-new wave dance
music.
Musically, the Gang of Four is like
a curious hybrid of early Clash and
Robert Fripp's League of Gentlemen. In other words, energetic
rock with leftist lyrics and an aura
of art rock sophistication. Like the
League, the music is eminently
danceable. which probably is its
salvation The Gang of Four has no
one like Robert Fripp—a dynamic
musician whose talent provides the
foundation for the band.
Like all dance music, the most
accessible element on Solid Gold is
the rhythm. Dave Allen is an
adequate if somewhat uninspired
bassist Hugo Gurnham's drumming
is excellent Unfortunately though.
Andy Gill's guitar is distressingly
inconsistent. It is sporadically highquality playing demeaned by endless droning—mediocre axwork.

^

For the most part, the guitar is the
factor determining the quality of the
songs on Solid Gold.
The weakest element of the Gang
of Four is their vocalist Jon King is
a strikingly boring singer The only
distinctive feature of his voice is its
affinity to prai'tieall> every other
punk-new wave singer to have come
along over the past several years.
New wave vocalists were never that
exciting to begin with, but Jon
King's unexploited voice is particularly bland- and forgettable.
Worst of all. his vocals rarelv mesh
well with the Gang of Four's
abrasive sound. King"s vocals and
Gill's playing seem to compete with
one another, drawing attention
away from the limited quality that is
present in th« rnu_-iv..
Some of the songs on the album do
work "Paralysed." "A Hole in the
Wallet" and "He'd Send in the
Army" all showcase the Gang of
Four's potential. In these songs,—_
Andy Gill's playing is well-crafted,
innovative and interesting: Jon
King, on the other hand, is less
irritating than usual. The disc's best
song. "What We All Want." features
exceptional bass playing coupled
with intense guitarwork: and for
once. King's voice actually sounds
at home.
For each good song on Solid Gold.
there is a mediocre or bad song.
"Outside The Trains Don't Run On
Time" and "Cheeseburger" are the
worst offenders. The rest of the disc
is both inoffensive and unexciting.
The music becomes increasingly
redundant. Lyrically, the band
exhibits the Clash's leftist passion.
But the Gang of Four lacks both the
clarity and the directness that have
made the Clash the finest political
lyricists since the Jefferson Airplane Even the gripping track "In
the Ditch." which explores the
horror of nuclear attack, is
ultimately lampooned by its own
lyrics ■

S

Show me a ditch and I'll dive in it
Show me a ditch and I'll dive in it
Show me a ditch and I'll dive in it
and so forth, ad nauseum.

.«G OF FOUR

Solid Gold is a very unexceptional
album, but it refuses to be written
off. Musically, the Gang of Four's
closest kin are PiL. the Clash, and
the Talking Heads—which alone
savs something. These veteran new
wave bands are currently at the
forefront of progressive rock,
simplv
because
they
blend
progressive and new wave together
well. Gang of Four. then, is not
unlike a kid brother to these bands
Gang of Four is a youth, with all the
talent and energy of its older
siblings but also with a lot of
growing up to do.
-*.
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* Playjg
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Conflict arose when Hugh Gumbs (Todd
Williamsi. the only man Ruth had ever loved,
was admitted to Dunelawn. When she ran off to
find him. Bruno took the opportunity to stalk
Nurse Hedges in a wild chase during which she
set the patients free to help her fend off Bruno.
Overall. Dunelawn was an exaggerated and
absurdist Ravenswood—portraying the reality
- of absurdity in the world The patients were set
free only to discover they did not want to leave.
Hedges, who was terribly unnerved by her
unatractiviness. became engaged and Benson,
a beautiful, perfect person, was rejected
because of her perfection. And Dr. Toynbee.
the saint with all the answers, could function
only by being spaced out of his mind.

THOUGH VASTLY DIFFERENT in interpretation, the acting in Dunelawn met. if not
exceeded, the quality of that in Ravenswood.
The pacing of the show tended to slow in
places—notably in the passages where the
nurses discussed Hedgees' faults and failings.
« The most vivid and active sequence was the
hilarious chase scene with Hedges. Bruno and
all the patients running amok.
Minke did an excellent job as the ugly

Sidetracks
N

duckling turned perfect person. The plastic
quality she gave the role exemplified the effcviency and impersonality of today's medical
personnel Sharply contrasting was Imcontanfs Hedges—who did everything wrong
but eventually was on top.
The three patients were excellent, each
achieving a high level of comedic effect.
Especially notable was Taylor's Japaneese
accent and tiny ponytail.
Bright was the epitome of the dumb, horny
gardner in the role of Bruno. His accent.
hearing, posture and gestures all combined to
form the crudest, funniest character in the
play
Chapman must be commended on his
imaginative gibberish, which sounded
amazingly like a Swedish Monty Python. His
angelic face and sad eyes helped create the
saintly atmosphere the good docter exuded.
Hugh Gumbs was not the easiest character
to portray, but Williams gave it a good shot.
The transitioas he made were more subtle than
the rest of the patients as Williams tried to
convey the hopelessness of a man who was not
even good enough for a sanitarium.

* Review—=
|continued from

page

13)

fourth -Todd S. Williams)
demonstrates that he is.
What happens is that one
nurse
i Kathleen
Minke)
deteriorates into being a
petinet and the other (Alison
Incontanti > frees herself from
the wretched spell of the place
by falling in love with the
priapic groundskeeper. a kind
of Harpo Marx unfettered by
censorship, energetally
played by Dan Bright
So. yes. there are two plays
But they ,sbow two sides of one
coin One side, however
liberated and extreme, has a
saving core of good health

The other side, however
modern and efficient, has a
core of illness One regrets
that the playwright. Terrance
McNally. lacked the final
courage to put the more
hopeful one second instead of
first
To this the Stratford
Players. Magnificently
directed by Susan Burrell,
bring a wealth of insight and
fun
Treasures
abound:
Christie Moniz's devastating
account of her husband's
foibles.
Jill
Cheilik's
theatrical
attitudinizing.
Mark Legan's rock singer's
gestures applied to a wildly
inappropriate
song.
and

Jefferson
Lofquist's
uninhibited prancing.
' At Dunelawn. Kathleen
Minke's transition from ice to
fire to insanity. Alison Incontanti's change from wimp
to spirited lover. Bruce
Taylor's fake Japanese accent, and Scott Chapman's
delicious private language
i his curtain speech, involving
not one real word, is a gem)
all make part of a wonderful
evening in the theater.
It was something to see an
audience give total attention
and a gret deal of laughter to a
play which features a
straitjacket
and
four
wheelchairs

MIDWAY +
*-MARKET *
157 Warsaw Avc.

Mon-Wed
Bud 12 pk.
Molson

A
4

Michelob

:

434-7948

TuborgGold 1.79
Mickeys
1.89
Busch
1.99

Miller or Lite
15 fi gal. keg 29.95 30 lbs. free ice
Old Mill 7 V2 gal. keg 16.95 20 lbs. free ice
Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper, Diet Dr., Sunkist
6-16 bottles 1.89
|Chips 7oz. bags
.89
[Cigarettes (carton)
4.89
Pretzels 4 lb. box
3.89
OPEN NIGHTLY TILL MIDNIGHT
• y.i.i.v.v V»» • .

ifirimnni.iiii

The 1978 Campus Entertainer of the Year,
James J. Mapes will be appearing in Wilson Hall
on Tuesday Night.
Mapes. the Director of the New York Hypnosis
Center, uses up to 50 hypnotised audience participants in his show which explores hypnotism.
Through this show. Mapes would like to do more
than just entertain. "I want to eliminate the fear
and misunderstanding and prove-that hypnosis is
a powerful tool that can harness the potential of
the human mind and change people's lives."
Tickets are $1. and are' available at the
University Program Board ticket window.

Tuesday, September 22
—Arznova at The Elbow Room: price unavailable
Wednesday, September 23
—Headwinds at The Elbow Room: price unavailable
—Crystalwood at Jo's: $1
—Silverspring at The Other Place: tickets available
from Sigma Nu for $2. $3 at the door
Thursday, September 24
—Doug Clark and the Hot Nuts at The Elbow Room;
price unavailable
Jawbone at J.M.'s; $1.50
—Crystalwood at Jo's: $1
—Bruce Olsen and the Offenders at The Other Place;
ladies free, men $3
—Diamonds at Scotland Yard: tickets available from
TKE for $1. $2.50 student and $3.50 regular at door
Friday. September 25
—Killdevil at The Elbow Room: price unavailable
—Empty Pockets at Jo's: $1
-Evan John and the H-Bombs at The Other Place; $3
—Diamonds at Scotland Yard. $3.50
—The Willie J. Johnston Bluegrass Dance Band at
Turtles: no cover
Saturday, September 26
—Killdevil at The Elbow Room: price unavailable*
—Empty Pockets at Jo's: $1
-Evan Johns and the H-Bombs at The Other Place; $3
—Diamonds at Scotland Yard: $3.50
—Dane Bryant at Turtles: no cover
Sunday. September 27
—Empty Pockets then open stage at Jo's; no cover
charge

Take lime out for [he good thino in life

" urTreacher's

TUESDAY
SPECIAL
from a nice little seafood restaurant

Now you
can get a
real deal on a
complete meal at
Arthur Ueachers. Feast on
our onojnal Fish &Crnps. tasty coleslaw anda drink of your chaos all to* one.
tow Tuesday-only pnee. Its a tempting meal at a tempting price from
Arthur Treachers-a nice Mtte seafood
restaurant that makes Tuesday Special

88 CARLTON ST.

^fe
HARRISONBURG

Hours: Sun.-Thun. 6:30 i.m-9 p.m., Fri. ft Sat. 1:30 ■.m.-10 p.m.

/

is-'

*■*
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JAMES J. MAPES
A Journey
Into the Imagination
_

THE

Through Hypnosis

E&BHfiNT
MAN

•

September 22

Paramounl Pic lutes Presents A Brooksfilms Production Anthony Hopkins and John Hurt as The Elephant Man
Anne Boncroft John Gletgud Wendy HHIer Music by John Mono Director o( Photography Freddie Froncis
Eaecutive Producer Stuart Cornteld Screenplay by Christopher DeVore & Eric Bergren & David Lynch
Produced by Jonathan Songer Directed by David lynch Read the Bolantine Book

IfOli—m——m

Based upon the Me of John Memck. the Elephant Man. ond
not upon the Broodwoy ploy or any other tic tianol account
ipMomxxtt|»w—tf*p>ow»Ctfpa»wor> n»fmamm'M Ponovision' A Paramount Picture

8:00 p.m.

m

Wilson Hall -

September 25, 26
7:30, 10:00
G-S Theater
$1.25 w-ID $1.75 Guest

The

Total Audience
Participation
g

■N*I

September 26
8:00 p.m.
Wilson Hall
$4.00 w-ID
$5.00 Guest

■-.-■■

—I*njr
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7- ELEVEN

BUDWEISER BEER 12 oz cans

Send 3 people to

3

EXPRESSIONS HAIR CUTTERS

12 pac

< -P

OLD MILWAUKEE Reg & Lite 12 oz cans
6 pack
COCA—COLA 16 oz NRB 6 pack

SLURPEE

1.99
^79

16 oz

.29
check our low, low
carton price

CIGARETTES

22QZ.

EMBASSY

OF PERSON SENDING YOU
Ask for Kim or Ginger.

.89

L. G. POTATO CHIPS 7 oz bag
BREAD

Get your next haircut for FREE
Referrals will be kept
track of as they visit
BE SURE TO HAVE FULL NAME

1431 &Main St.
2 for .99

BiGGUIP
<&«

32 oz.

ices good ar
Prices
at participating stores in
Harrisonburg, Bridgewater and Elkton
through 9-30-81

SboJUUL with MuaikMi
Gtttfc taut att Wte *25
fcfrfftt mm at*
onolbUe 5:00-9:00 p*
ifc«§e 4:30400**

51 Cml SpMt
433-3664

S. Main St.
FEATURES

Tues- AMgNOVA

Monday and Tuesday nights
COUPLES NIGHT
Buy one get the second ^fOk
for half price
*HJ'

/C£ C/?£AM FACTORr\

Wed- HEADWINDS

three different locations

N/

\3cA

Thurs- DOUG CLARK £» THE
HOT NUTS

WASHINGTON PQST|
CAMPUS DELIVERY

Fri & Sat- KILLDE VIL
(Southern Rock'N' Roll From DC.)
:

Bruce Kaufman 433-5484
Bob Nicol 433-5406
Al Cobb 433-5467
Off Campus Delivery:
Olson Davis 833-4381

■

*

•

-
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FALL DORM SALE
Sale
10.99
Thermal

Sale
v7.^\7 twin

Our fitted
mattress pads.

blankets.
Rtg. $16. Acrylic thermal
blanket for all-year comfort.
Machine washable.
Reg. Sale
Full
$18 13.99
Queen
$22 16.99

Reg. 11.99. Fitted mattress pad
of cotton/poly quilted to Astrofill® polyester.
Reg. Sale
Full
15.99 13.99
Queen
19.99 16.99

Special

Sale
2.99
Jacquard border

*2.99 each
BED ALLOWS

bath

towels.

Sweet dreams on these delightful
pillows of polyester fiber.
Machine wash.
'
Filling: All polyester
/_s%
Covering: All cotton
^N[
Size: 19 x 25 in.

Reg. 3.99. Our fringed and
floral jacquard border towels
are absorbent and velvety soft.
Cotton/polyester in lots of
beautiful colors.
Reg. Sale
Hand towel
2.99 2.49
Washcloth
1.59 129

Special
7.49

Sale
16.15
Cord bedrest.

Stadium blanket
At picnics, football games,
even in the car, our cozy
stadium blanket comes in
handy. Fringed, machine
washable acrylic in two
patterns. 50x60". A great
special just in time for fall.

X

Reg. $19. Plump cotton
corduroy bedrest features
handy side pockets, jumbo
cording. Filling blends include--—poly, cotton, acrylic.

.—

DESK LAMPS
Single fluorescent desk lamp
Extension arm desk lamp
Hi-intensity desk lamp

$30
$32
$34

NOW $1 each
Laundry Bags or Storage Boxes
orig.

1.79

Indispensable in
the dorm! Big,
heavy-duty laundry
bag with drawstring top.

orig. 1.99
31%x16V4x61/4"
under-the-bed or
28'/iXl6^x12"
jumbo storage ..
boxes of corrugated fibprboard.

Limited Quantities!
WS*"

9**

Dial 4341701
for the JCPenney
Catalog Center!
~»«r» -0,

JCPenney

Shop JCPenney
10am to 9 pm
Monday thru Saturday
Valley Mall, Rt. 33
East Harrisonburg

y

J^
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Sports
Kicking game falters

Dukes bow to Austin Peay, 13-7

Photo by DtvM I Johnson

JMU OPENED up throwing on the first play of the game Saturday when quarterback Tom Bowles
hit wide receiver Gary Clark with a 48-yard pass to the Austin Peay 25-yard line. But the excitement was premature as the Governors held on for a 13-7 win.

By DANNY FINNEGAN
A pair of 35-yard field goals by Austin Peay State University's
Ray Hampton proved to be the difference Saturday as the visiting
Governors defeated James Madison University, 13-7.
At the start of the game it appeared as though JMU might
dominate. The Dukes opened their first offensive series with a 48yard pass play when quarterback Tom Bowles hit Gary Clark,
who was wide open at the Austin Peay 25-yard line. Seven plays
later Bryan Moore bolted over from the one-yard line to score the
first touchdown of his collegiate career. But that was to be the last
time the Dukes would score.
One major factor determining the outcome was a dismal
performance by JMU's kicking game, considered to be one of its
strong suits this year.
"I thought the difference in the game was the kicking game,"
said first- year Austin Peay coach Emory Hale. "We came in here
thinking JMU had the advantage in the kicking game.
"We came here to challenge them, and we won. We outkicked
them."
Austin Peay's Hampton and punter Tim Hammond outdueled
the Dukes' duo of placekicker Scott Norwood and punter Greg
Caldwell. In addition to the seven points provided by Hampton,
Hammond punted four times for an average of 41.5 yards, compared to35.7 for Caldwell. Norwood also missed ona 42-yard field
goal attempt, his second miss in two games and an 18-yard punt
by Caldwell set up the first of Hampton's field goals.
But kicking was only one of JMU's problems.
Obtaining possession of the football and then holding on to it
proved to be a frustrating experience for the Dukes.
JMU ran just 49 offensive plays compared to 73 for the
Governors. The imbalance was most evident in the second
quarter when the Dukes ran only four offensive plays.
After Caldwell punted to open the second period, Austin Peay
drove 59 yards in 16 plays, capped by a four-yard touchdown pass
from Rob Christophel to Floyd Jones. The scoring drive consumed 7:33 and gave Austin Peay the lead, 10-7.
Christophel and Jones, both sophomores, led the Governors'
offensive attack, which gained 357 total yards. Christophel
completed 11 of 16 passes for 122 yards and Jones rushed for 108
yards on 12 carries.
see DUKES page 23

DEFENSIVE END Bryan Arnone (on the ground) and tackle Mike Fornadel sacked Austin Peay quarterback Rob Christophel for an 11-yard loss
**
.-«-»»■*-,•.
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Women '$ cro$$ country
'■»

»'J»

Defending champs
;
***JMU wins Invitational., ousted %Aaurney

By KENNY SOTIIORON
James Madison University's Women's
cross country team picked up where it left
off last season as it captured the second
James
Madison
Invitational
at
Massanetta Springs Saturday.
The Duchesses, who compiled a perfect
H-0 regular season; rec6rd and won the
AIAW Region II championship last year,
out-distarced Mary Washington College.
Liberty Baptist College, and the College of
William and Mary for their first victory of
the year.
JMU had a total of 26 points while
William and Mary finished second with 30
points. Liberty Baptist was a distant third
with 109 and Mary Washington finished
last with 129
Cindy Slagle. a sophomore and number
one runner on last year's team was the
first Duchess to finish the 3.1 mile course
in 18:56. Slagle. however, finished second
overall to William and Mary's Allison
Hawley who had a time of 18:53.
The next runner across the line for the
Duchesses was freshman Nina Carter,
who finished fourth overall with a time of
19:22. Carter, who is primarily a halfmiler and miler has excellent speed according to coach Lynn Smith.
Senior. LeAnn Buntrock finished third
for the Duchesses and fifth overall with a
time of 19:39. Buntrock was JMU's top
finisher in four meets last year.
The fourth runner across the line for the
Duchesses was freshman Debbie Holden.
Freshman Carmen Gore finished out the
scoring for JMU by placing eighth overall.
Smith, who has compiled a 12-3 record in
her two years as the Duchesses' mentor,
was very pleased with her team's performance. "I'm really proud of the team
and it's a good sign that we beat William
and Mary." she said.
"It's great to win and get the jitters out
of the way in the first meet of the season."
Smith said, "especially for the freshmen."

By REED SOUTHMAYD
James Madison University's' defending AIAW volleyball
champions began their season this past weekend with consecutive
losses in the George Washington University Invitational Tournament,
^j
In their first appearance under new Coach Judy Novinc, the
Duchesses were dominated by taller and stronger players. They
were defeated twice by the University of Maryland and once each
by North Carolina State University, the College of William and
Mary, and George Washington University
Prior to the tournament Novinc commented. "We have pretty
good all-around height—right now I'd like to have more of them
hitting, and hitting harder."
"We were facing 6-foot-2 and 6-foot-3 girls who were beating
us." said Meg Doig. who along with Val Martel are the team's
tallest players at 5-foot-ll. "It was tough competition." Doig
added.
Doig and Martel are two of the many players who return from
last year's squad. Also back are senior Barb Baker, one of the
team's most consistent, and Heather Hilliard. an All-Virginia
AIAW selection.
Three impressive transfers, Peggy Kelley, Cathy Nurkiewicz
and Linda Schmidt will give JMU additional experience.
Kelley, an All-Regional selection as a sophomore at Essex
Community College, transferred last year but sat out because of
an injury.
Nurkiewicz. a strong backcourt player, was a first team AllRegion selection and the team's MVP at Cantonsville Community
College.
Schmidt, known for a powerful serve, was a MVP on her state
champion high school squad.
Freshman Sheila Chittams. one of JMU's top recruits, is expected to crack the starting lineup. She was a three-sport MVP at
Bowie Senior High School.

■

Photo by Carl Costtnbodor

WILLIAM AND MARY'S Allison Hawley (left)
overcame JMU's Cindy Slagle in the final 20 yards of
Saturday's James Madison Invitational, to capture
the individual title. But the Duchesses claimed three
of the top five places to win the team title.

Coach Novinc brings a strong five-year coaching record of 12777-3 to JMU. She will be hard pressed, though, to better the
Duchesses' 1980 stellar season.
The team's 45-13 mark last year set a record for most wins in a
season by any JMU team. Included in this performance wasan 18<r in-state win.
Novinc must also offset the losses of graduates Carole Baldwin
and Sharon Barr. Each were named to various all-star teams last
season.
"We'll be more experienced for our next match," said Doig.
The Duchesses travel to Charlottesville on Tuesday to play the
University of Virginia.

McMillin teases on offense
V -

By RICHARD AMACHER
Is this the year of the big tease?
Coach Challace McMillin has already promised
us the "best potential team ever."
On Saturday McMillin laid out the bait early and
sure enough suckered us again.
This time McMillin led us to believe we would see
a lot of passing and definitely a win: On the first
play of the game. McMillin instructed quarterback
Tom Bowles to pass—and what a magnificent pass
it was.
Bowles hit Gary Clark with a 48-yard bomb that
set up the Dukes' first and only score. Undoubtedly,
many observers expected a few more. Who
wouldn't after witnessing the explosiveness of the
Bowles-to-Clark aerial connection.
Unfortunately, few exciting plays followed the
opener.
Bowles attempted or.1" »—vujore passes in the
first half.
•«

V*-<:

IN THE SECOND HALF Bowles did begirt to
throw the football and finished the game with nine
completions in 21 attempts for 148 yards. But he
threw a critical interception in the opening seconds
of the fourth period to stall a 64-yard drive that had
reached the Austin Peay 16-yard line.
Once again James Madison University was
victimized by Austin Peay State University, which
has won ail three contests between the two schools.
This time the Governors won 13-7,. but the score
probably should have been worse.
There seems to be a few pieces missing in McMillin's "best potential team ever."
Maybe the talent is there and it is the coaching
philosophy that needs to be re-evaluated.
Whatever the case, the time has come to return to
the drawing board and design a new course of at-

middle. This leaves three players free to cover the
oppositions' wide receivers.
The Duke's coaching staff thinks that this particular defense works best. But it is growing apparent that it does not.
There are many flaws with it. One is that it
spreads the players too thin, allowing large holes at
the line of scrimmage. This makes it easy to run
against and it leaves running backs coming out of
the backfield open on short passing plays that
sometimes gain long yardage.

tack

After the Dukes' loss to Appalachian State
University, much of the ensuing criticism was
directed at the offense. In Saturday's contest.
JMU's defense could not retrieve the ball.
In the second quarter, JMU had just one
legitimate possession in which it ran three running
plays, all to the right side. The Dukes controlled the
ball for a mere two minutes in the period and their
time of possession for the half a mounted to 7:49.
Obviously it's hard to score: whei
when you don't have
the ball
APPARENTLY THERE IS a weakness with the
defensive unit. Whether it lies within the ability of
the players or the alignment they take up is
debatable at this point.
JMU's defense has traditionally lined up in a wide
tackle six formation. This alignment requires six
players to be present on the line of scrimmage,
while two linebackers are left, with the responsibility of stopping either the pass or rush up the

Austin Peay's first-year coach Emory Hale, who
has spent most of his career on the high school level,
said he loves to go against a wide tackle six. It's not
surprising that Hale understands the problems with
this defense since it is seen quite often in high school
football.
Most college teams however run a five-man front
to add an extra linebacker who can help shore up
holes as they appear or cover a running back.
ALSO HINDERING the middle of JMU's defense
is the inexperienced personnel at the guard
positions. Both starting guards from last year's
team graduated, leaving a vulnerable gap in the
heart of the defensive line.
But for now McMillin denies that it is time to hit
the panic button and make any changes. Instead
McMillin defends his philosophies.stating that the
wide tackle six was effective in containing teams in
the past.
McMillin cited Liberty Baptist College as an
example of one team that did not give the Dukes
much trouble on defense last year.
This Saturday McMillin will have a chance to
prove his critics wrong when JMU meets Liberty
Baptist in Lynchburg.
s
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JMU competitive
in soccer loss
to national power

TIIK BRKKZE Monday. September 21. 1961, Page 23
By DANNY KINNKGAN
putting the game out of reach.
National
soccer power Howard
Nevertheless. Vanderwarker seemed
University used a first-half goal and
pleased
with his squad's efforts "We
another into an open net In the second-half
pressured
them very well, and at times we
to defeat a young James Madison
moved the ball very well." he said. "We
n
University te;..
^*^0t^f >
just' weren't able to get through their
Washington. DC
center halfbacks and move into the
Howard's Gerald Duggan took a pass 25
penalty area."
yards from the JMU net. got by the Dukes'
Indeed, the Bisons outshot the Dukes 13defense and beat goalie Jim Edwards one8 on the day. Vanderwarker had praise for
on-one to give the Bisons all the offense
Casey Stemper. Jeff Brown and Ralph
they needed 16 minutes into the game.
Cassagnol on the attack.
JMU kept pace with the Bisons through
Vanderwarker was also pleased with the
the rest of the half and continued to do so
play of his three freshman starters:
throughout the second 45-minute period.
midfielder Tony Farrell. back Alan
Howard is ranked number two in the MidCarlquist
and sweeper Paul Guidash. A
Atlantic region.
fourth
freshman.
Ricky Adams, also saw
Still trailing l-fl late in the game. JMU
action
in
the
backfield.
coach Bob Vanderwarker chose to gamble
Vanderwarker thought if JMU had been
and go to a premium offense. In a
able to finish some of the attacks it started
premium offense, the goalkeeper is pulled
and if it had gotten a few breaks, an upset
in hopes of generating more offense with
could have been possible.
an extra attacker.
JMU now l-i will play the University of
The strategy almost worked for the
Maryland next. The Terrapins, who have
Dukes, explained Vanderwarker. "We got
two games to play before meeting the
three good attacks in the last four or five
Dukes Sunday at JMU. have not scored
minutes before they got the second."
this season. Maryland lost to the
The second goal came at the 86:40 mark
University of Virginia 1-0 and played
of the game when the Bisons' Car It on
American University to a scoreless tie.
Briscos shot the ball into an open net.
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prinMtay an exhibi,ion ,ea,on:

Fall baseball:

Photo by Tom Lighton

SOPIIOMOKK HOBBY LAMON was redshirted last season and
still has four years of eligibilty. Lamon and several new players
are vying for a spot on the Spring roster.

chance for newcomers to try out
By IAN -KA'TZ
For James Madison University baseball
coach Brad Babcock. the 1981 fall season will
be primarily an exhibition.
"It is a tryout for the players who haven't
been regulars for us in the past." Babcock
said.
That tryout began yesterday, when the
Dukes, sporting a lineup of mostly freshmen
and sophomores, lost their home opener to
Longwood College. 9-8 in the first game of a
doubleheader.
Traditionally, fall baseball, which ends in
mid-October, is far less important than spring
baseball, which covers over three months and
50 games.
"I have nine regulars that aren't even
playing this fall." said Babcock. "They'll be
lifting weights and running to get ready for the
spring "
Babcock was keeping a close eye on several
of his players yesterday to see who might fill
some open positions.
"Usually fall ball brings out one guy who
takes away somebody's spot in the fall,"
Babcock said before the game. "So while the
scores of these games may not be important,
the games themselves are."
Babcock explained before the game that
Longwood would play their regulars in an
effort "to knock off someone bigger than them.
We're Division I, and they're Division II."
While Babcock was generally watching his
young players, his first long look was directed
toward senior Tom Bocock.
Bocock. who is from Dayton's Turner Ashby

High
Dukes' starting
shortstop for three years, averaging .320 over
that span and hitting .332 with 15 doubles last
spring.
Babcock has decided to try Bocock as a
pitcher this fall, and let him start yesterday's
first game.
Bocock took a beating from the Longwood
batters, giving up five earned runs in his three
innings.
Bobby Lamon. who was redshirted as a
freshman last year, came on in relief of
Bocock.
Lamon pitched well for three innings, giving
up one run in the fifth, but was knocked around
in the seventh and final inning and eventually
gave up the winning run.
Several of JMU's starting pitchers from last
spring will not be playing this fall. Seniors Kip
Yancey. Dave Blondino. Warner Crumb, and
Joe Carleton will all be sitting out until the
spring. Babcock. however, has plenty of young
pitchers he wants to look at this fall.
There are two freshman pitchers Babcock
would like to play, but will not be able to yet.
Fred Heatwole. from Turner Ashby. and
David Pleasants. from McLean. Va., were both
operated on only two weeks ago. "Who knows
when they'll be back?" asked the disappointed
Babcock."
Everyone except first baseman Lorenzo
Bundy is returning from last year's JMU team,
The Dukes won the ECAC Southern Division
title with a 17-5 Division record, and advanced
to the NCAA tournament

* Dukes

• continued from page 21)
On JMU's only legitimate possession of the quarter, it ran three
running plays and was forced to punt.
Christophel then engineered a 53-yard march which used up
another 4:45 before Hampton hit a field goal with four seconds
remaining in the half to account for the final score.
The Dukes got the ball back with three seconds remaining and
Bowles hung up a long pass that fellincomplete.
"We didn't anticipate that they would dominate us," commented head coach Challace McMillin. "We just didn't play the
way we can."
Hale attributed Austin Peay's success to an excellent game
plan. "I know the wide-tackle six <JMU's defense) well and I
know the problems with it. I love to play against it," he said.
Hale's basic plan was to spread out the JMU alignment by using
three wide receivers without a tight end. The Governors also used
passes to their backs under the zone to their advantage.
In the scoreless second half, however, the JMU defense adjusted and started to react quicker to the many fakes used by
Christophel. Still, the two drives the offense put together stalled,
one on Norwood's miss and another on an interception.
The loss spoiled the opening of the new section of Madison
stadium, where 8.000 fans watched the Dukes fall to 0-2. The win.
which counted as a conference victory for Austin Peay, improved
. fce. Governors to 2-0

PRKSIDKNT f'ARRIKR, an avid baseball fan. enjoys a sideline chat with coach Brad Babcock.
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Classifieds
For Sale
FOR SALE: 10 Speed Bike.
Zebra Touring Bike in excellent condition. Call 6270.

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
GOODB&4IN6. TODAY THE
G0VERN0RS0FWURNEMI
EN6LANP STATES ASKEP
\/VR EMERGENCY FBXRAL
] AIP&HELPCONTROL
• GRLWHS INFESTATIONS OF
t THE AMERICAN PREPPY.

arm THE THREAT OF WAR-

ANI1NE FROM NEIGHBORING
STATES, TTeiVtROOV&NORS

AmmsfAJONTPoosm
10 COMBAT WHATIS BEING
REGARDED AS A PARWIIMLY VIRULENT STRAIN OF WASP.

/

/

I
f

60VERWR KING OF MASSACHUSETTS WHOSE STATE IS
HARDEST HIT, BLAMW THE
NEWPOUTICALCUM*7* "'
WASHINGTON FOR THE PROLIFERATION OF THESE
PESKY ELITISTS.
/

FOR SALE: Male Housing
Contract. Contact Bob. 4333601 or box 1656.
FOR SALE: IBM Selectric
typewriter, non-correctable,
excellent condition. 1 dozen
film ribbons included. $450.00
firm. The Public
Stenographer. 433-9212 9:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Term
papers.
custom
typing,
electronic typewriter gives
you error free copy.

6O0P BVFNIN6. TOW IN
WASHING**, A STORM OF
am&FRSY WASMEAW?
1 BY 7HE NEWS THAT FOUR.
[HSU ENGLAND GOVERNORS
°HAPPEOPEPTDSPRAY
LOCAL INFESTATIONS OF
PREPPIES,

FOR SALE: Free-standing
wooden screen for sale. Six
feet high: great for dividing
room Cork on one side.*
Highest offer. Call 433-7220
i evening's).

FUMEDPREPPYSPW0RDBEAR0i.6EOR6EBUSH,
*TFSOUTRAGEOUS!'THERE
ARENT EVEN THAT MANY
PREPS IN NEA/EN61ANP
DURIN6 THE OFF-SEASON,
MOSTOFUSTTPMELLAND

LEMEBY
lABORCm."

MEAWWLB.THE CAUSES OF
Tie PREP EXPLOSIONARB5TU.

utmitMsrmmMPRE-

UMMKYFMHeSSUSeeST
THAT THE REAGANEHNFATUATTON UffTHTHEWEALTHY AW
SOCIALLYCOHtOWSA
_ MAJORFACTOR

«1

f

WHTTB HOUSESPOKESWOMAN
MUFFY BRANDON
PISMISSEDSUCH
SPECULATION AS
TACKY.

/

n
11

£

rs^b

1illl
5/ <

H
n«&

Wanted
HELP WANTED: Work from
home part time. Earn 990.00$160.00 per week servicing
weight-lose clients for new
weight - reduction program.
Exciting opportunity, fun and
highly rewarding. Call for
appointment. 1-703-949-6074.

'..AW WE60VERN0R.NOWTHA7
UMOW AERIAL SPRAYINGOVBR
PREPPY BREEDING GROUNDS LIKE
I GREENWICH, CONNLOlCUr, WD ONLY
* SER^PTO RAISE PROPERTY
« VALUES IN NEARBY IUEST-

BOY..IHAPN0
IPFA THE PREPPY
PROBLEM HAP GOTTEN SO OUT OF
HAND..

THBeOHERNORS
POtNGTHE RIGHT
THIN6. STABHIPE
SPRAYING ISTHE
ONLY SOU- K-

'OTHER PROPOSALS, SUCH AS REfORMING THE INHERITANCE TAX
LAWS OR SHUTTING P0W SELECTED
B0ARDIN6SQmS,WERE REJECTED
ASTOOUMUWTDMimCT
ON PREPPY POPULATIONS

'srmuzm

Tooem-

MALBH&S
SNE.THEfP
UASALSO
WK ALLWANT
YIEUEDAS
SPECIALISTS.
UNACCEPTABLE.''

WANTED: Applications being
accepted for Local Swim
Coach. Interested persons
should submit resume by
September 25th to Richard
Senfield. Box 346. Keezletown.
VA 22832. Or call 269-8411.

\ »

WANTED: Energetic
students to participate in
church devoted to worship,
study, fellowship, mission.
This perosn should be willing
to be involved with community and not slip out after
last hymn. For information,
notify Trinity Presbyterian
Church. S. High and Maryland
Ave. Worship 9:30 Sunday.

Stars On Campus

by Pat Butters, Paul Doherty

(^r*INCE CHARLES... TON-) I
CESS Dt ANA... tfe "Brbeee )
WANTS TO M9N... WHYV>
ARC *>uiN UARftSONfUK?

HELP
WANTED:
Experienced help needed for
dairy farm: For afternoon and
evening milkings from about
3:0to7:00. Part time. 833-2352.
FEMALE STUDENT: One
space
available
in
''Foxhaven" on Main Street.
$J28 per month. 433-2782.

^

Lost
....

LOST: A women's white
jacket in Burruss 1 *. and a pair
of leather sandals by Greek
row. Very much missed.
Reward offered. Call 434-7476.

by Lance Foster

Foster Dog
HELLO, DELTA
SORORITY; A SERVICE'
0R6 A* IZATlOrt - c A*
I HELP YOU?

Services

*>#

SPOTS WOOD SERVICES:
Steam Cleaners announces its
dorm room special. For only
$10 we will professionally
steam clean any dorm room
carpet up to 150 sq. ft Call 4346612between8a.m. and 4 p.m.
for an-appointment.
-

■**»..

WHICH OME??
THEY'RE ALL

JPINHEADS
HERE

lES ffO POIWfTQ THIS STRlpTfl
—• /hmrfcoHw owt>
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Services
TYPING: Research papers,
letter-. resumes, and other
miscellaneous typed papers.
Call Jersey at 433-3341 P.O.
Box 1511
*

SFOTSWOOl)
SERVICES:
Steam Cleaners is offering a
l(i percent discount to all
faculty members off of our
already low prices. Any living
room, dining room and
hallwav steam cleaned for
only $29.95, Call 434-6612
between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. for
more details and an appointment.
AVON: For the man or
woman in your life. Call 2981634. Kathy
ELECTRONIC
EARRING
AND PIN: Hot. red Love Lite
come complete with a minibattery Guaranteed to lite up
your nite life. Send $6.00 for
one or $10.00 for two ux
Trading, Box 1007-A. Warwick. R.I. 02888.
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES:
Research catalog—306
pages-10.278
topics—Rush
$1.00. Box 25097C Los Angeles,
90025. (213) 477-8226.

Personals
POODER: Why Oh Why do
you insist on being so hard
headed! You know where you
belong and you know how it is.
So accept it and enjoy it. Love
you. Pooder Pie.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
TO
HHICE
SPRINGSTEEN:
Rock'n'Roll future was born
September 23 Let's make it a
national holidav. With love,
the Wll-D^THE INNOCENT.
IMSBWCK POLICE.

Ellen "123" Squire Hill
Thanks for the excellent
advice on the BAR Friday.
See you next party?
SIGMA
NV
PRESENTS
S1LVERSPRING at the Other
Place this Wednesday nite.
Great top 10 and dancing
music T.leLs available in
(jicek offices and at Sigma Nu
house Tuesday and Wednesday for only $1.00.
I AM OFF OF MY CRUTCHES NOW but. am still
grateful to all those who
carried my tray, opened doors
and offered me encouraging
smiles as I hobbled about
campus. A kiss to all the guys
who enve me piggy-back
rides

PRISSY: You meet the
strangest people sometimes.
SLOPPY
TEEL: We miss you! We're
all psyched for the morning
cocktail party when you
return FITZ: Don't worry—
I'd never tell anybody that
vou're engaged! MARTHA
AND RICH: Happy first A_ (a
little late) ARZNOVA: Sorry
I missed you in Edinburg—but
we'll be seeing you Tuesday
night at the Bow Room.
THE VICIOUS TYPIST.

THE SISTERS OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA and the
brothers of I.amba Chi Alpha
are dancing from noon ti)
midnight Saturday. September 26 to fight the nation's
3rd largest killer, Juvenile
Diabetes
Please support
them.
Al: Dinner Wednesday night
was great! How about me
being your dessert? Tell your
roommate to get in touch with
me The one you promised not
to forget

CLUB/ROOM - DELICATESSEN
Imported Cheeses
Gourmet Items of all Nations

Sandwiches (Eat In - Take Out)
Wine & Beer (On &Off)
catering
Mon-Sat 8AM - 1AM
Sun 10AM - 1AM
60 W. Water Harrisonburg
110 S. Jefferson Lexington
434-7647
463-3338

GO GREEK: Panhellenic and
IFC encourage all freshmen,
transferse and returning
students to find out what
greek life has to offer.

163 South Main

SRL6HETTI FEAST
EVERY M0N0AY NIGHT Spaghetti & Salad Bar

Our PIZZA BUFFET ii unmatched!
Ail the Pizza and Salad Bar
you can aat for

3.95

can <V//
433-1144

Fried Chicken Nite
All You Can Eat. . you get our great fried
naa oar
chicken and two vegetables, and Salad
Bar

EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT

■>*k
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■%.

4.25

just $

TRY OUR SOUTHERN STYLE

A GREAT DEAL FOR THREE BUCKS!
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FOR THE OTHER HALF OF
THE SKY: Whose mad at
their boyfriends? Raise their
hands THE WALRUS

Love. Li I' Lisa

3.95

PLANTS LISTMMfr TO

MTHA H & (-POO: You guys
didn't really think I was that
had off did you? SLUSH LIPS.

you

T
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

by Mark Legan
,*«!

NO EAT GL'YS wish a happy
32nd birthday to Bruce
Springsteen, the original Schween!
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Break-On-Thru

EVERY THURSOAY NIGHT
PtUS"5A**OTARI
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'Viewpoints
Of. CONSTRUCTION $c«4& OM—
TENNIS COUKTS/THe UBKfi^f
AOMtaN, THE MEWW?M,1He
Aiwrnc CENTER.- WHEN
IS »T ALL frO»N&TO
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8£ coi^Purrep?

| KNOW IT'S
MAPlSONr
Vs/OMAKJ
BUT WHAT
"TOE HELL- IS
THAT LETT
H6R CHES
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JM(/ needs more spirit
v>.

By SYLVIA MALL
Saturday marked the opening of the James
Madison University home football season. It
also n.arked the debut of Madisonwoman.
That's right. Madisonman is no more. This
year's spirit promoter has a little more
cleavage.
Unfortunately, her first appearance was not
well received. I was Hot here to witness the
first reactions toward Madisonman: I only
hope it was more supportive than the one I
witnessed toward his female counterpart.
It takes a lot of courage and spirit to go
before a crowd of thousands, especially to try
to rouse some support for a team that is behind
on the scoreboard. It is understandable that
the crowd might be a little surprised at first
and unsure of how to respond. But it is in-

M«dUonwoman didn't have
much to work with

, ■

**>

conceivable that the incident should pass by
almdst unnoticed.
Q^
Some might argue that Madisonwoman's
performance lacked crowd appeal. This is a
valid argument, however, it must also be
admitted that the crowd did not give her
anything to work with. I'm sure she would have
appreciated any kind of reaction, negative or
positive. Her whole purpose is to involve the
crowd. She will be the first to admit that she is
making a fool of herself. There's no easier way
to attract attention than to give people
something to ridicule.
There may be several other reasons
Madisonwoman's first appearance failed. One
might be that the crowd was too involved in the
game to allow anyone, even a buxom purple
and gold contortionist, to divert its attention.
A very feasible excuse is that this was her
first attempt and she really had no idea of

what to expect. Perhaps too much faith was
placed in the audience to provide seme
direction, and when no reaction was received,
her lack of prior planning became obvious.
Unfortunately, there is really no way to plan in
advance. No matter what Madisonwoman
does, it is the audience that will make or break
her.
For the benefit of those who missed the
occasion. Madisonwoman appeared in a
costume not unlike that of last year's
Madisonman. She performed several aerials
and back handsprings, skipped up and down
both sides of the stadium and received almost
no response.
~y->
I say almost because the newest fraternity
on this campus gave a spirited response. The
brothers in Lamba Chi Alpha sat together in
the stands and provided encouragement to the
football team and the band as well as
Madisonwoman. It is too bad that they were
the exception and not the rule.
I could turn the whole affair into a women's
liberation issue, but I don't feel that her gender
had anything to do with her lack of success. It
is possible that she could use this to her advantage Her gender leaves open the field for
unlimited remarks from enthusiastic males in
the audience.
Madisonwoman does not discourage easily
and will make another appearance at the next
game. Hopefully the reception then will be
lively
Madisonwoman really does have a great
deal to ofrerin the way of entertainment and
school spirit^jfihe^s very fun-loving, extremely
lively, and shyness is unknown to her. If she
is willing in give this much of herself, then the
least we the audience can do is meet her half
way and show some support Good luck.
Madisonwoman'
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~ReaderslForu

Battered chick*

Reader*,
write

Ad fowls-up
To the editor:
In the past two issues Of The
Breeze, a local restaurant
chain
openly
advertised
battered chickens.
Naturally, our feathers
were ruffled. We were appalled and disappointed that a
worthy publication like The
Breeze would contribute to
such fowl play. Such cruelty
should not be tolerated! These
chickens have it difficult
enough trying to supply us
with enough instant eggs for
Gibbons Dining Hall without
" »ving to worry about being

knocked around.

And how far will this
seeming support for sadism
progress? Such fowl play,
once started, is hard to stop.
We would not be surprised to
open the next issue of the
paper and find an ad for
battered wives (with coupon).
We realize The Breeze does
need advertising to fund its
publication. However,
in
dealing with good taste, we
believe The Breeze has come
nut with egg on its face.
Julie Cohen
Viek\ LeBlanc

Elevators:

Cartoon not funny
To the editor:
As I was reading the Sept 17.
issue of The Breeze. I happened upon Mark Legan's
"Break-onThru"
cartoon,
proclaiming "Free breast
*r examinations" by a
\

sleazy panhandler standing on
a street corner. I think that
the "art" is definitely in bad
leaders should address typed
etters to Chris Kouba. editor,
rrhe Breeze. Wine-Price. All
etters must be signed and
nciude telephone number

taste, and is. in a word,
disgusting.
Since breast cancer is a
disease common in women. I
was led to believe that this

examination would be for
women. I think it is ironic that
this piece of sexist trash
appeared in The Breeze only
two weeks after a front page
story concerning the attack of
a woman on campus was
printed.
The Breeze must certainly
be desperate for material, and
Mr. Legan's "art" would best
be appreciated if it would
"Break-on-Thru"
nearest trash can.
Carole Nash
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Take JMU's ups and downs
for the ride of your life

ME" WHAT
C w££M^t>-

By DIANE DUNN
"Busch Gardens has the best rides around." I
heard a guy say the other day. "No way,"
replied his friend. "Kings Dominion, man. The
Rebel Yell can't be beat" The truth is that
James Madison University has rides that will
top an amusement park any day.
If you want a chilling experience just step
into a campus elevator. You will go for a real
ride.
Everyone knows how people act in
elevators—there is a certain etiquette involved. One is not allowed to look directly at a
stranger. If you should, happen to make eye
contact, the only solution is to stare at your
feet. Some people train their eyes on the floor,
numbers above the door or look at their hands,
but feet staring is the sign of a truly refined
elevator rider
Of course, tr.are usually are some pretty
interesting things in elevators which a lot of
people miss. There are always phone numbers
and comments about people etched into the
paint. I always wonder how people manage to
find the opportunity or the means to scratch
through six layers of paint just to write "K.F.
forever." There must be people out there who
carry around special razors and knives just to
immortalize "The Greatful Dead." (It's
always amusing when the graffiti is
misspelled.) I'm pretty curious about about
how long these elevator authors take to
complete their masterpieces. Do they ride up
and down 10 or 12 times until they finish, or do
they just put the contraption" on emergency
hold?
It's always nice to try to call the elevator to
your floor when someone has it has stopped.
You have about eight books, an umbrella and
your backpack as you trudge up six flights of
stairs When you get to the top. you find some
girl with her hand holding the elevator door
open and babbling about this guy named
Buford she just met.
All kinds of people ride the elevators. Lovers
looking cow-eyed at each other or making out
in the corner make the ride interesting. What
about the claustrophobics? You can always
spot someone who hates close spaces. By the
time they reach the top. they are usually
dripping with sweat, have turned a sort of
green and resemble lime jello.
The most annoying elevator riders are those
who only ride up one floor. Don't you just go
crazy when you are trying to get to Duke's
Grill before your ID time expires and Jie car
stops on the first floor for people who want to
get off on the mezzanine?

People are really the side show in an
elevator ride at JMU. The main attraction and
ultimate thrill comes from the elevator itself.
All of the elevators on campus have their own
distinct personality.
There's always that sense of fear when you
get in a JMU elevator—will you make it to the
top after all ? I remember my freshman year, a
girl put our dorm elevator on hold and left the
door open. When she came back, she almost
fell into an empty elevator shaft. Tell me that
is not more exciting than The Loch Ness
Monster.
The elevator in Hoffman Hall is a true experience meant only for those with iron constitutions—no pregnant ladies or people with
heart conditions allowed. It always starts out
with a tremendous thud. Experienced Hoffman
residents have learned to keep their knees bent
in order toabsorb the shock. After the first jolt,
the car shimmies and shakes its way to each
floor in a manner reminiscent of the great San
Francisco earthquake.
Another popular JMU hair-raiser is the
Warren Campus Center elevator (when it's
working). It usually takes about 10 minutes for
it to reach your floor once you have called it.
but the wait is usually worthwhile. It's great
watching someone who is riding in it for the
first time. They keep punching the number of
the floor they want until it starts moving.
Once the doors close, the novice immediately
starts guessing at which set of doors will open.
I love it when some really laid back rider is
leaning against the wrong door when the
elevator stops and falls nonchalantly backwards.
The most sophisticated elevator is in the
Education and Human Services building. It is
great for all you science fiction fans. The
minute you step in you know you are in for a
treat. The shiny, jet black walls reflect the
modernistic light bulbs suspended above your
head. As you press the floor number you expect
to hear an All clear" command from Mission
Control."All right. Scotty. Take her to warp
speed." you say. You are almost in hyperspace—you can see Han Solo's Miilinium
Falcon shooting through the galactic light
bulbs. Suddenly, the car stops. The doors open.
Is Darth Vader getting on? No it's just a
professor. Wow. what a cosmic experience!
So next time you get the urge to try
something unusual, see normal people act
strange or take atrip to outerspace, don*
spend a weekend and hard-earned cash on
some amusement park. Just hop on a JMU
elevator and go for the ride of your life.
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Woodchoppers highlight festivities

State rodeo features local talent
-JL-
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By MARTHA STEVENS
Childhood dreams of Paul Bunyan came to
life Saturday at the Virginia State Championship Woodchopping Rodeo held during the
Valley Day festivities.
Local professional woodchoppers participated in the event sponsored by Neff
Lumber Mills. Inc. of Broadway. Va. The
woodchoppers tested their strengths and skills
in the speed chop, ax throw, rail-splitting, oneman buck and two-man buck for about $1,000 in
prize money.
For Bernie Weisgerber. Don Liscom and
Leroy Weaver, the top three winners,
respectively, the contests are challenging and
fun. All three men are veterans of both local
and out of-state woodchopping rodeos.
"The biggest thing about the contest is that
most people also work with you. They're
loggers of one sort or another." said
Weisgerber.
Physical condition is an important factor in
the contests, particularly in the rail-splitting
event, in which endurance is essential,
Weisgerber said.
Surprisingly enough, most of the nation's top
woodchoppers are in their 40s or 50s,
Weisgerber added. He attributes- this to the
right tools, proper maintenance of them and
technique.
"The wind goes first when you get older, but
the technique is improved and you do better
overall then." Weisgerber said.
In Saturday's competition, cottonwood was
used in the events. The other popular wood
used in East Coast rodeos is poplar, which
Liscom said is better on the ax blades.
"It is very technical to sharpen for different
woods." Liscom said, adding "The best insight
on what to use is necessary."
Weisgerber noted that although he won the
grand prize, his overall strategy had not
worked just right. He did not participate in the
rail-splitting contest since that event depends
on the luck of the draw on the woodchopper's
choice of log.
In the other events such as the ax throw.
Weisgerber said it demands 100 percent accuracy and pure technique.
The speed chop or ax chop was another
event. Both Liscom. who is from Luray. Va.
and Weaver, from Staunton. Va.. are excellent
in the speed chop, according to Weisgerber.
Two other events, though similar in format,
require different skills. The one-man and twoman buck or cross-cut saw competition are
Weisgerber's favorite events. The two-man
cross-cut saw does not require stamina, but
technique and strength are very important.
Weisgerber attributes this to the split-second of
rest that occurs between the two men's sawing
motions.
The one-man cross-cut saw is a real "killer"
because there is no rest, according to
Weisgerber. "Of all the events, this is the
toughest in my opinion. I like it." Weisgerber
won this event on Saturday.
"I would like to see the contest continued,"
Liscom said, adding "There is too much emphasis on other sports. This is short-time
exertion, but it demands very hard work."
(Top to bottom, left to right) THE
VIRGINIA State Championship Woodchopping Rodeo was held at .JMU on
Saturday. Grand prize winner Bernie
Weisgerber and his partner participate in
the two-man buck or cross-cut saw event.
Leroy Weaver of Staunton competes in the
ax throw contest. Don Liscom, second
place runner-up. concentrates on the railsplitting contest.

